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ABSTRACT 
The major objective of this thesis is to develop a location 
model for golf facilities in Waterloo and Wellington counties. This 
is achieved by approaching the problem empirically within a systems 
framework. A description of the physical sites, the population, and 
the activity is presented, and then the demand for the activity is 
established by using two techniques: an income regression model, and a 
minimum population requirements model. 
By combining the demand estimates with the distance parameters 
derived from a golfer questionnaire, a market potential surface map is 
established. This provides a basis for the analysis of interaction 
within the system. All the relevant location factors are then drawn 
together into a location model which is applied to three sites within 
the study region. 
The thesis concludes by stressing the importance of open space 
and recreation facilities to the urban community and recommends imme-
diate governmental action be taken to preserve existing golf courses, 
and to acquire land now for future recreational use. 
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CHAPTER I 
The Problem 
A Introduction 
The achievement of "quality of life" will be one of the 
most important, yet difficult, tasks confronting Canadians during the 
coming decades. As our life style changes from a rural to an urban 
orientation, there will be increased demands placed upon all our 
natural resources, particularly in urban-dominated regions. At this 
point in time, our utilization and understanding of resources in 
urban areas has been somewhat less than admirable. Urban sprawl, 
traffic congestion, water, soil, and air pollution, and a deficiency 
of suitably located recreational areas all indicate that management of 
2 
the urban environment is not satisfactory. 
The solution to the problem of control and use of environ-
mental resources can be achieved through proper planning. The fore-
most purpose of this thesis is to contribute to planning methodology, 
and thus a model which will assist in properly locating golf 
facilities is developed. 
Because of his fundamental concern for man and his relation-
ship with the environment, the Geographer can make an important con-
tribution to the proper planning of urban resources. In the keynote 
address to the 64th Annual Meeting of the American Association of 
Geographers, this view was stated by Pecora: 
2 
...the profession of Geography can make vital 
contributions toward solving critical national 
problems in the fields of land and resource 
use and toward relieving urban stresses. 
The Geographer can achieve this by explaining "man-land" relation-
ships and by trying to optimize and make more efficient the use of 
resources. 
In the field of resources, Geographers have been more 
traditionally concerned with natural resource commodities, natural 
resource hazards, and with man's use, perception, adjustment to and 
4 
management of certain resources such as flood plains and river basins. 
Recently, Geographers are demonstrating a strong interest in environ-
5 
mental quality and the management of recreation resources. However, 
the emphasis has been on resource-oriented recreation areas which 
generally have some outstanding physical attribute, such as scenic 
attractions or unusual ecosystems, and where non-urban activities such 
7 
as hunting, fishing, camping, and boating are commonly pursued. These 
areas are most often located at considerable distance from the user 
population. 
Surprisingly, there has been a distinct lack of research by 
Geographers in the field of user-oriented recreation. A user-oriented 
park or recreation area is one which is characterized by its proximity 
to the public and a high intensity of use. Despite the fact that the 
processes of urbanization and industrialization have been the subjects 
o 
of study for many Geographers,7 little is known about the geographical 
aspects of urban- and user-oriented recreation facilities. The need 
for research into this topic has been recently noted by Mitchell. He 
states that recreation research in Geography has lacked a research 
3 
focus and suggests "that emphasis be placed on urban recreation." 
Mitchell also points out that the entire study of recreation is still 
i; 
in its infancy and accordingly very little theory has been developed. 
The location of golf courses as a Geographic problem falls 
well within the spectrum of urban recreation. To begin with, the 
activity of golf is increasing in popularity, with almost ten million 
golfers in the United States, 700,000 in Canada, and over 10,000 in 
Waterloo and Wellington counties alone. Secondly, the facilities con-
sume large amounts of valuable urban land, usually within the cities 
themselves or within the rural-urban fringe. Because of the size of 
golf course developments, the land is often ideally suited to other more 
economically productive land uses such as industrial development, or 
more frequently, housing subdivisions and high rise apartment complexes. 
On the other hand, because of their well groomed fairways and attractive 
landscaping, they contribute substantially to the amenity of the urban 
landscape, as well as to the fundamentals of conservation. 
Despite the increase in popularity and demand for the activity 
many golf courses are not being used to their full potential, while 
others are overcrowded. This disparity is largely a result of improper 
location procedures, particularly on the part of private entrepreneurs. 
This thesis has several objectives: in order to encourage 
rational land use and resource planning, a location model will be deve-
loped including both site potential and site capability parameters. The 
development of a model with these parameters will be useful for urban 
and regional planners in that insight will be gained into "recreational 
12 
activity systems" as suggested by Chapin. With an understanding of 
both sets of parameters, planners will be able to locate facilities 
in a more meaningful way, and this in turn will contribute to 
4 
the goal of optimizing the use of our recreation resources. 
The model will also benefit private investors because of 
its simplicity and its applicability to Waterloo and Wellington 
counties. It is the author's contention that many privately owned 
recreation areas are developed without adequate knowledge (bounded 
rationality^) of many important locational factors. This results 
in poor quality facilities not only from the users' standpoint but also 
from the investor's standpoint. 
It is hoped that this study will contribute to the field of 
recreation Geography and specifically to urban recreation. Before a 
useful body of theory can evolve it is necessary for a large number of 
empirical studies to be conducted. When this is achieved a more 
thorough understanding of the complex urban environment will result. 
B Conceptual Approach 
To understand the underlying parameters needed to develop the 
location model a "systems approach" is taken. Most simply defined, a 
system is "a set of interrelated elements" and a systems analysis is 
"the formal analysis of a set of interrelated elements." In Geo-
graphic terms (or spatial terms) a spatial system is defined as "a 
system in which one or more functionally important variables is 
spatial." Spatial variables may include such dimensions as location, 
distance, direction, extent and morphology. 
McDaniel and Hurst have observed "systems" to be a useful 
concept for Geographic research: 
..'. it is the realization that although each part 
of a system may play an individual role in the 
operation of that system, no part is entirely 
independent of the others, and that a change in 
5 
form or operation of one part will have sig-
nificant effects on the operation of other 
parts. A systems approach therefore means 
consideration of a complex whole.... A system 
is not merely a totality of parts but rather a 
totality of relations amongst and including 
those parts.1' 
Ackerman has also stressed that the world is composed of a 
number of subsystems which assist in identifying a hierarchy of research 
problems, leading ultimately to an understanding of the entire "earth-
18 
wide man-environmental system." 
This type of conceptual framework is easily adapted to the 
study of recreation problems. The component elements in a recreation 
system, as suggested by Perloff and Wingo, are the facility, the activity 
19 
and the population. For the particular recreation system under con-
sideration for this study, the components are the golf courses, the 
golfers, and the activity itself. 
20 
Several current studies in recreation have employed the 
systems approach to recreation problems in Ontario. Examples are Lewis' 
work on the location of ski resorts, Safrance's study on the location of 
swimming pools, Wilson's work concerning open space and legislation, and 
Wilgar's research concerning rural land potential and capability for 
recreation. 
C Study Area 
The two counties of Waterloo and Wellington in the Midwestern 
Ontario Development Area (MODA) comprise the study site. There are 
several reasons for the selection of these two counties. Because of the 
considerable field work involving personal contact with managers and 
participants, proximity to the area is a major consideration. 

7 
Secondly, Waterloo and Wellington counties have a highly 
urban population and are demonstrating rapid growth c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . 
According t o the l a s t complete census in 1961, the t o t a l population 
was 261,456 people. In Waterloo county 93.5^ were non-farm, and in 
Wellington county 79.7%* were non-farm. This represents 89.0%" of the 
res idents of the e n t i r e region. 
Several large urban places are found within the two count ies . 
The Kitchener-Waterloo-Bridgeport complex i s the l a r g e s t , with 59$ of 
the urban population i n Waterloo county. Gait , a l so in Waterloo county, 
comprises 16.8%* of the county 's urban populace. Guelph and Fergus are 
the only two urban- centres of over 3*000 persons in Wellington county. 
They account for 59.0%* and 5.0%* respec t ive ly of the urban population 
of Wellington county. 
FIGURE 1 
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION, WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 1961 
County Total Rural Non- Urban Total Rural Per Cent 
Population Farm Non-farm and 
Urban 
Waterloo 176,754 17,249 147,983 165,232 93-5%" 
Wellington 84,702 12,407 55,097 67,504 79.7 
Study Area: 261,456 29,656 203,080 232,736 89.0 
Source: Adapted from Midwestern Ontario Region Economic Survey, 
1965. 
The study s i t e a l so demonstrates cons is ten t ly high growth 
r a t e s compared with the r e s t of the MODA region and with the r e s t of the 
province of Ontario. In Waterloo and South Wellington counties 
8 
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the population has increased 18.0%" between the years 1956 and 1961 and 
20.7%" between 1961 and 1966. For a comparable period the province has 
increased 15.4$ and 11.6%" while the MODA region increased 12.5^ and 
21 
14.2%". The average annual compound growth (by five year intervals) 
within Waterloo and south Wellington counties has averaged 3.8$ per 
22 
annum from 1961 to 1966, as compared to 2.6$ for the MODA resgion. 
The important reasons for this above average growth are re-
23 
lated to its central place functions and its strong diversified econo-
mic base. According to an economic study recently completed, the study 
...area exemplifies a well integrated economic base 
founded originally on the initiative of its early 
settlers and capitalizing subsequently on its 
proximity and accessibility to major markets in 
Southern Ontario and the availability of cheap 
hydro electric power. ^ 
The projections for population growth indicate that the same 
general trends will continue into the future. According to the somewhat 
conservative estimates of the Department of Economics and Development, 
Waterloo county can expect to have a total population of at least 
326,500 by 1981 and Wellington county 124,000.25 Most of this growth 
will occur in the cities of Kitchener-Waterloo, Guelph, and Gait. 
In addition to the rapid urban growth, the two counties are 
selected because of the marked increase in the number and kind of golfing 
facilities which have developed in recent years. Particularly evident is 
the increase in privately owned courses available to the public. Even 
with this increase there is some overcrowding at several courses, 
especially at peak usage periods, and at the same time other courses 
appear to be suffering from lack of use. Because of this difference it 
is hoped that the study of these clubs will reveal the important factors 
relevant to an understanding of the success of these golfing facilities. 
10 
FIGURE 2 
URBAN CENTRES OVER 3 , 0 0 0 POPULATION, 
WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 1 9 6 1 
County Urban Centre Urban and Rural Per Cent of Urban 
Non-Farm Population and Rural Non-
Farm Population 
Waterloo 
Kitchener Complex 
Gait 
Preston 
Hespeler 
Elmira 
Total: 
Wellington 
Guelph 
Fergus 
Total: 
Total, Study Area: 
165,232 
97,523 
27,830 
11,577 
4,519 
3,337 
144,786 
67,504 
39,838 
3,831 
43,699 
188,455 
100$ 
59.0 
16.8 
7.0 
2.7 
2.0 
87.5 
100%" 
59.0 
5.7 
64.7 
81.0 
•«• Includes Kitchener, Waterloo, and Bridgeport. 
Source: Adapted from Midwestern Ontario Region Economic Survey, 
1965. 
Another consideration affecting the selection of the study 
area is that the urban recreation system appears to be relatively 
26 
closed with only minimal interaction between other urban places such 
as Toronto, Hamilton, and London. By studying an urban recreation 
11 
system such as this one, relevant location factors become apparent 
which may be applicable to similar urban recreation systems, thus 
27 
giving the study useful nomothetic implications. 
Finally, a certain amount of data is available for the two 
counties from planning agencies such as the Department of Treasury and 
Economics, the local planning authorities, and the two universities. 
If we are to improve the quality of life in some measure, 
greater emphasis must be placed upon the proper use of natural environ-
mental resources. To achieve this end, carefully delineated guidelines. 
for the planning process are mandatory. A systems approach that con-
ceptualizes planning problems as a complex of interconnections and 
interactions between man and the environment is an analytical tool per-
mitting in depth perception. 
Waterloo and Wellington counties are both experiencing rapid 
urbanization and population growth. Because of this, extreme pressure 
is being placed on the land and resources close to the cities of Guelph, 
Gait, and Kitchener-Waterloo. Unless dynamic planning procedures are 
28 
implemented, an irrational and chaotic form of land use will arise. 
Developing a location model for golfing facilities will in a small way 
contribute to the proper allocation and use of the region's resources. 
12 
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CHAPTER II 
Methodology 
The conceptual framework for analysis in this thesis is a 
"systems approach." The golfing system is composed of three elements, 
the recreation facility, the 're-creating' population, and the activity. 
The use of this approach requires an understanding of not only the char-
acteristics of each element in the system but also of the intercon-
nections between them. 
To establish the number of golfing facilities within the 
system, reference was made to the Ontario Golfing Association located in 
Toronto. The Association provided a list of all the member clubs in 
Ontario. According to their estimates, 98%" of the clubs in the province 
are registered with them, thus a reliable estimate for the number of 
clubs in Waterloo and WeUington counties could be made. Secondly, 
because of the author's familiarity with the region, virtually all the 
clubs were known and thus contact was readily established with them con-
cerning the study. 
To obtain detailed information concerning the facilities and 
the golfer, a series of interviews were conducted with the managers of 
the golf courses. A questionnaire to assist in this process was devised 
(owner-operator questionnaire) which gleaned information concerning the 
physical resources of the sites, ownership, management practices, 
revenues and expenditures, the use of the facility by the golfers, and 
the owners' interpretation of the golfing system. 
A second source of information concerning the facilities is 
15 
provided by the National Golf Foundation in Chicago. The information 
from the Foundation is useful in two ways. It provides a means of clas-
sifying the golf courses by ownership and it also provides statistics 
relevant to golf courses in the United States which are useful for com-
parison purposes. By using a standardized classification procedure 
suggested by the Foundation the nomothetic implications of this study 
are strengthened. 
Because of the reluctance of many managers to release infor-
mation concerning the financial status of their club, contact was also 
made with the municipal assessment authorities. The assessment commis-
sioners and township clerks of Kitchener, Waterloo, Guelph, Nicholl and 
Woolwich townships provided some of the data concerning land and 
building values and taxation procedures which directly affect the clubs. 
This information is not complete because of its confidential nature, but 
there is sufficient to reveal some general relationships in terms of the 
capital investment required to operate a successful golf course. 
It was immediately apparent after a visit to each club that 
there is considerable variance in the quality of the facilities and 
services provided. To a marked degree, the quality of the service is a 
function of capital investment, design, care in maintenance, and the 
general attitudes and concern demonstrated by management. Clawson and 
Knetsch suggest that investigation into the effects of quality on the 
participant would be a useful line of research: 
It seems highly probable that design, maintenance, 
and other aspects of areas and facilities affect 
mental and emotional attitudes of users. 
Before it is possible to gauge the interaction between the 
quality of the facility and the user, some sort of quality measurement is 
16 
necessary. More specifically, the problem is how do we measure the 
quality of the golf facilities as they vary from one course to another. 
A subjective measurement technique was developed to establish that there 
are differences between courses, and this was applied in the hope that 
quality differences could be identified. 
The initial step in evolving such a measure involves com-
pilation of a list of all extra facilities offered by the club, such as a 
dining room, snack bar, a licensed lounge, or curling rink. Each of 
these extra facilities was evaluated on a scale of 1, 2, or 3- A "poor" 
or low-quality extra facility obtained a score of lj if it were of a com-
paratively high standard it received a 3 rating. (Two divisions received 
an automatic aUocation of 1: the existence of club tournaments, and a 
club profes sional.) 
The second consideration in establishing the quality measure 
was to evaluate the aesthetic appeal of the club. This included an 
assessment of such features as topography, the variety of trees and vege-
tation, the presence of attractive and strategicaUy utilized water 
hazards, creeks and ponds, the conditioning of fairways and greens, and 
the architectural design of the course. Because of the diversity and 
extent of the characteristics evaluated, a maximum of ten points was 
aUotted. 
The final step in establishing the 'quality rating' of the 
course was to aggregate the total number of points aUocated to each 
facility. By comparing the total aggregate score of each course, the 
overall comparative quality of each facility was secured. The results of 
this procedure are presented in Chapter III. 
A second questionnaire was devised to obtain information con-
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cerning the population component of the system. In any recreation 
system, the population acts as the powering force which affects the 
system's operation. With this in mind, one of the main objectives of the 
user questionnaire was to determine the socio-economic characteristics of 
the golfers in Waterloo and Wellington counties. 
The information assembled is similar to the data coUected by 
3 
the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission*^ concerning partici-
pation rates, and socio-economic variables such as age, sex, educational 
achievement, and occupation. Information is also given with regard to 
outdoor recreational preferences of the golfers. 
Data related to socio-economic variables is useful to the rec-
reation planner particularly if the need to incorporate a behavioural 
input into the planning process is realized. By understanding the basic 
characteristics of the population the planner can ascertain what effect 
shifts in these variables have on the recreational system. He is then in 
a better position to assess recreational needs and can plan for them in a 
meaningful way. 
The results of 257 golfer questionnaires conducted during the 
month of June 1968 are presented. This is an adequate representation of 
the estimated golfer population of 10,000 at a 95$ confidence level. At 
all courses the user questionnaires were issued after the participants had 
played either nine or eighteen holes of golf. The questionnaire was 
generally weU received by most golfers, as most of them were interested 
in discussing one of their preferred summer recreational activities. A 
stratified random sample was employed to ensure as wide as possible a 
cross-section of participants at each club. Thus only one participant 
from each foursome was selected for the completion of a questionnaire 
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until a total of sixteen per course were interviewed. 
For analytic purposes the socio-economic data supplied by the 
questionnaire is compared to the general results tabulated in the ORRRC 
and the 1965 Survey of Outdoor Recreation Activities prepared by the 
United States Department of the Interior.' Where possible the data is 
compared to the structure of the whole population in an attempt to reveal 
the significant characteristics of the golfer population. Data for this 
g 
purpose was found in the 1969-1972 MODA development report. 
The socio-economic data was subjected to a series of simple 
regression analyses with the assistance of an IBM 360 computer to deter-
mine if there were any direct causal or associative factors affecting 
the total amount of participation in golf. The resultant coefficients of 
determination were not sufficiently high to be of predictive value but 
the result is comparable to the findings of the ORRRC, who suggest 
...factors other than socio-economic character-
istics are major determinants of outdoor recre-
ational activity. Such things as time available, 
the goals and interests of the individual...the 
leisure time preferences of family members and 
friends, physiological factors, recreational 
experience in childhood, interest in competing 
activities and availability of facilities come to 
mind readily." 
The results of these investigations are presented in Chapter III. 
The demand for golf is established in Chapter III in the 
section dealing with the activity. In this segment an interpretation of 
the increase in recreation demand is given, combined with a review of the 
demand literature found in recreation Geography and resource management. 
Essentially, there are two techniques which are used to esta-
blish the demand for golf in Waterloo and Wellington counties. The first 
technique employs an "income regression model" which computes the 
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number of people per golfer in each income group reported in the 1961 
census. The second method (which acts as a check on the income regres-
sion model) is based on the number of people required to support each 
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course, a technique developed by the Royal Canadian Golf Association. 
The demand for golf is compared to the actual supply of facilities and 
the discrepancy is demonstrated. The demand is then calculated for the 
year 1981 based on the population projections noted in Chapter I. 
The interconnections and functioning of the golfing system are 
examined in Chapter IV. Most of the data used for this analysis is drawn 
from the owner-operator questionnaire and the user questionnaire. The 
latter provides insight into the golfer's reaction to the system by pro-
viding data concerning frequency of play; the price golfers are willing 
to pay for memberships, greens fees, and golf-related expenditures; 
distances they actually travel to play, and distances they are "willing 
to travel." The questionnaire also gives some information regarding 
municipal involvement in recreation. 
The analysis proceeds from the concept developed in recreation 
Geography and resource management that participation in outdoor recreation 
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declines with distance from the facility. Most of the literature 
related to this concept is found in the review of demand. To demonstrate 
that the inverse distance relationship applies to the golfing system, the 
total participation per season of each golfer is aggregated by distance 
bands. After plotting the data on three cycle log paper, with total 
participation aggregated in distance bands along the y axis and the 
distance bands plotted along the x axis, a linear regression analysis 
using the equation 
13 log y = log a - x log b 
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shows the correlation and association between the two phenomena. (The 
data forms a negative exponential curve. ) 
To further demonstrate the inverse distance relationship, 
another technique is to aggregate the total golfer participation in 
per cent by the distance travelled. This type of analysis is done for 
two sets of data: the distance actually travelled and the distance 
willing to travel. Again the inverse relationship occurs. 
Upon establishing the characteristics of the inverse distance/ 
participation relationship a method is derived to establish a site poten-
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tial map. for a segment of the study region under isotropic conditions. 
The method combines the demand generated by each urban place over 3,000 
people and the parameters indicated in the distance relationships. From 
this map the potential percentage of the golfer participation that can be 
expected at any site within the study region can be predicted. This is 
defined as site potential in terms of the golfer population and does not 
include the natural resource capabilities of the site. Resource capa-
bility and site potential are later integrated into the location model. 
The next step in the analysis of interaction in the system is 
to show the relationship between actual participation at the golf course 
and the potential of its site. This is achieved by plotting the actual 
number of pay-as-you-play rounds of golf (y axis) against the potential 
of the site (x axis) which can be determined directly from the map. A 
simple test of correlation reveals the association between the two sets 
of data. The next phase of the analysis is to interpret the variation 
of course use within the golfing system found in the two counties. This 
analysis considers many of the interconnections which are not directly 
quantifiable but still affect the total operation of the system. 
The golfer questionnaire and the management questionnaire 
also provide data concerning location factors of golf courses. These 
are summarized and then a rank correlation between the two sets of 
factors as perceived by managers and users is conducted to show the 
interrelationships. 
Following all of the above analytic procedures, the rele-
vant location parameters are drawn together into a locational model. 
To demonstrate the practicality of this model, it is applied to three 
locations within the study area and the results are noted. 
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CHAPTER III 
The Elements of the System 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe and analyse the 
three components found within the golfing system. Section I deals pri-
marily with the location, classification, quality and management of the 
facilities. Section II attempts to ascertain the characteristics of the 
golfer population and the third section establishes the demand for the 
pctivity at the present and in 1981. 
SECTION I: THE FACILITIES 
A Analysis of Golf Course Characteristics 
i) Geographic Distribution 
There are eighteen golf courses of all types located within 
the study region. Thirteen of these are in Waterloo county and the 
remaining five are found in WeUington. Two new courses are in the 
planning stage and will be located near the viUages of New Dundee and 
Conestoga. 
The majority of the courses are located either in the major 
urban areas or lie within ten miles of the nearest city or town, sugges-
ting a strong urban demand orientation. The more rural parts of the 
counties are void of golf courses despite the fact that physical capa-
bility in many cases is excellent. Generally, the courses are found 
within the urban complex and environs surrounding the area known as the 
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"golden triangle" of Gait, Guelph, and Kitchener-Waterloo. Only three of 
the region's golf courses are located beyond this triangle. 
ii) Course Classification 
The courses were classified according to the system used by 
the National Golf Foundation, which recognizes seven distinct types of 
courses, according to ownership and management characteristics: 
1. Private golf and country club 
2. Semi-private municipal courses 
3. Municipal courses 
4. Military courses 
5. School courses 
6. Industrial courses 
7. Public courses 
Within the study area, only three of the seven classifications are found: 
1 . Pr ivate clubs 
2. Semi-private clubs 
3 . Municipal courses 
The private clubs are exclusive insofar as their facilities 
can be used only by members of the club or by guests sponsored by mem-
bers. Ownership of the private clubs varies, but commonly the arrange-
ment is that the members themselves are owners, each with a holding in 
the club's assets and liabilities gained by the purchasing of one or 
more shares in the club. Different ownership arrangements may occur; 
however, the sole objective is to provide a very high calibre facility 
to be used exclusively by members. 
The semi-private club differs from the private club in that 
the course is open to the general public, offering pay-as-you-play 
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facilities as well as memberships. Usually the members do not purchase 
shares in the club but rather a single entrepreneur or business assoc-
iation owns and manages the club with the view of making a profit. 
Municipal golf courses are owned and managed by municipalities, 
and commonly have both a membership and pay-as-you-play facilities. The 
distinction between the semi-private and the municipal clubs is that the 
municipality's major objective is not a profit motive but rather the 
2 
provision of community recreation facilities. 
By classifying the courses according to the nature of owner-
ship, a problem arises with reference to course length, as there is no 
allowance made ^or differences in total yardage. This often is a factor 
in the participant's choice of club or course preference. With respect 
to length, the most commonly found type of course in the study area (and 
for that matter, in the rest of the province) is the regulation length 
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par four golf course. The 'par rating' is based on the length of the 
distance to be played from tee off point to the centre of the green. A 
regulation par four golf course for eighteen holes may vary in length 
from 4,518 to 7,200 yards. The literature available suggests that an 
average length is 6,500 yards, and a championship length course is 6,700 
yards and more. 
A par three golf course varies in length between 1,000 and 
2,700 yards for eighteen holes and the executive length courses are 
approximately 3>000 to 4,000 yards in length. 
There are several different types of golf-related facilities. 
The driving range, for example, provides space for golfers to practice 
the skills demanded by the game, as well as catering to non-golfers as a 
form of amusement. They typically consist of ten to twenty acres of 
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land, provision for equipment rental, and tee off areas. 
In addition, there are a growing number of miniature golf 
facilities. These provide golfers with an area to practice putting 
through a variety of traps and obstacles. They usually have eighteen 
holes, the length of which varies from fifteen to eighty feet. 
The types and major characteristics of the facilitiies found 
in Waterloo and WeUington counties are illustrated in Fig. 3. There 
are a total of four actively functioning private country clubs, all of 
par four length. Westmount in Kitchener is considered to be of champion-
ship calibre. There are twelve semi-private clubs and two municipal 
clubs both operated by the Kitchener Golf Course Commission, 
iii) Physical Resources of the Sites 
The golf courses in the study region are located on sites of 
considerable physical, variation. The foUowing section provides a brief 
description of these situations: 
(a) Size of the sites 
The courses are located on sites ranging in size from 27 acres 
at the Fergus club to 280 acres at the recently developed Foxwood club. 
However, in many cases the whole site is not developed into a golf 
course but a part is left either as wood lot or as some other form of 
compatible land use. The HiUtop course, located near Erin, is 
situated on a site of 130 acres but only 70 of these are developed. The 
Foxwood club with 280 acres reports only 150 acres developed, with the 
rest of the property remaining in wood lot. 
The amount of land used is geneiraUy greater at the more 
exclusive and older private country clubs. This type of course averages 
8.9 acres per hole, as compared to semi-private courses which average 
FIGURE 3 
CLASSIFICATION OF GOLF CLUBS 
Type of Club 
Private Country Clubs 
Cutten 
Guelph 
Waterloo County 
Westmount 
Semi-Private Clubs 
Brookfield 
Eldale 
Fairview 
Fergus 
Foxwood 
Gala Glades * 
Grand River 
HiUtop 
Merry HiU 
Puslinch 
Ranchlands 
Victoria 
Municipal Courses 
Doon Valley 
Rockway 
Par Rating 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
Number of Holes 
18 
9 
-
21 
9 
9 
18 
9 
18 
18 
9 
9 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
Yardage 
6,112 
2,980 
-
6,666 
2,930 
3,020 
6,105 
2,800 
6,250 
6,482 
2,710 
2,937 
3,126 
5,651 
5,200 
4,200 
6,260 
5,620 
1 
Location 
Guelph 
Guelph 
Preston 
Kitchener 
Waterloo Twp. 
Elmira 
Guelph 
Fergus 
St. Agatha 
Gait 
Bridgeport 
Erin 
Waterloo Twp. 
Puslinch Twp. 
Waterloo Twp. 
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Doon 
Kitchener 
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FIGURE 4 
PHYSICAL SITE RESOURCES OF GOLF COURSES, WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 1968 
Course 
Cutten 
Guelph Country 
Westmount 
Acreage 
165 
76 
180 
Waterloo County no data 
Brookfield 
Eldale 
Fairview 
Fergus 
Foxwood 
70 
140 
(70 developed) 
115 
27 
280 
(150 developed) 
ARDA Soil 
Class 
2s 
2S 
S 
254T 
sHs 
2 
s 
2 
s 
1 
2s4s 0 0 
1 
Soil Limitations 
low permeability 
no apparent limi-
tations 
low permeability 
low permeability 
high sand content, 
low permeability 
along creek 
no limitations 
poor drainage 
gravel deposits 
sandy sections, 
low fertility 
Sources of Water 
Eramosa River, and 
city system 
Speed River, and 
city system 
city system 
Grand River, and 
city system 
small, creek 
Canagaique Creek 
ground water, and 
smaU creek 
Grand Riven and 
ground water 
smaU creek 
Topography 
sUghtly 
undulating 
sUghtly undulating 
to hilly 
sUghtly 
undulating 
sUghtly undulating 
flood plain, 
flat 
sUghtly undulating 
to hiUy 
sUghtly undulating 
to hiUy 
flat 
sUghtly undulating 
to hiUy 
O 
FIGURE 4 (cont'd) 
Gala Glades 
Grand River 
HiUtop 
Merry HiU 
Puslinch 
Ranchlands 
Victoria 
Doon VaUey 
Rockway 
120 
54 
130 
(70 developed) 
60 
120 
(85 developed) 
90 
100 
(70 developed) 
137 
100 
5 5 
3 5T 
s p 
2s 
6 4 
3 5T 
s s 
2 
w 
2 
w 
2 
s 
2 
s 
2 
s 
254l 
s s 
low fertUity, low 
moisture holding 
capacity 
low permeability in 
some sections 
low permeability, 
low fertUity 
low permeabiUty in 
one section 
no evident soU 
limitations 
sandy sections, low 
permeabiUty 
low permeability in 
some sections 
low moisture-holding 
capacity in some 
sections 
low permeability 
Gait Creek, and 
ground water 
Grand River, and 
city system 
Credit River 
system 
HopeweU Creek, 
and ground water 
ground water, and 
small creek 
ground water, and 
small creek 
ground water 
ground water, and 
Grand River 
Schneider's Creek, 
city system 
slightly 
undulating 
slightly 
undulating 
sUghtly undu-
lating to hilly 
sUghtly 
undulating 
slightly 
undulating 
flood plain, 
flat 
sUghtly 
undulating 
flood plain, 
flat 
sUghtly 
undulating 
Inadequate water supply 
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6.5 acres per hole. The Merry Hill club, which is a par three 
course, averages only 3-3 acres per hole, illustrating the much smaller 
land requirements necessary for this type of golf course development. 
The average developed acreage for nine hole courses is 62.2 
acres whereas the eighteen hole courses average 127-7 acres of developed 
land. Considering the competition for land close to and within urban 
places, golf courses occupy a considerable amount of land. When the 
acreage for a U golf courses within the study is aggregated, the total 
amount of land used is approximately 1,950 acres, 
(b) Topographic Characteristics 
The topographic characteristics of the sites are evaluated by 
a simple classification system. 
FIGURE 5 
TOPOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GOLF COURSES 
Classification Number of Courses 
Flood plain and flat 5 
Slightly undulating 8 
Slightly undulating to 5 
hiUy 
If the course is located on terrain such as a flood plain or is generaUy 
level it is classified as flat. If the topography is slightly roUing 
but not to the extent that the greens can not be seen from the tee off 
positions it is classified as slightly undulating. The topography of 
the site is classified as slightly undulating to hiUy if there are 
major undulations and if at least three greens are not visible because 
of them. 
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Of the five courses that are classified as flat, three are 
located on flood plains. The best example of a flood plain site is the 
Doon VaUey club, situated on the river flats of the Grand River near 
the Macdonald-Cartier Freeway (see Map 3)- The majority of the courses 
have slightly undulating topography. Gala Glades and Westmount are 
typical examples of this classification. The other five courses are 
classes as slightly undulating to hilly as represented by the Foxwood 
club located in the Waterloo sand hills. The difficulty of precisely 
measuring the topographic characteristics of the site can best be 
appreciated by actual visual inspection. 
(c) SoU and Drainage Characteristics 
By plotting the golf courses on a soU capabiUty for agri-
culture map,^ it was found that thirteen of the courses are located 
on soil classification II, and soils in this class 
...have moderate limitations that restrict the range, 
of crops or require moderate conservation practices. 
Most of these have the «s« limitation referring to low permeabiUty, 
restricted rooting zone, low natural fertility, low moisture capacity 
or salinity. Two of the courses are located on class I soils that are 
...deep, well to imperfectly drained, hole moisture 
weU and in the virgin state were weU supplied 
with plant nutrients. They~can be managed and 
cropped without difficulty. 
Two of the courses including Gala Glades in Wentworth county 
are located on class III soils which have 
.. .moderately severe limitations that restrict the range 
of crops or require special conservation practices. 
The map classifies soils of the region into eight groups with class I 
having the highest capabiUty for agriculture, and classes VII and |oJ 
having the lowest. 
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Almost all of the courses have sections of low permeability 
with drainage posing some problem. Those located on flood plains 
experience the greatest difficulty because of poor drainage near the 
river bed. Hilltop, Ranchlands, and Brookfield have marshy or damp 
areas near their respective creeks and after a heavy rain storm these 
require several days to dry well enough for use. Brookfield and Ranch-
lands experienced severe flooding in the summer of 1967 which very much 
restricted the revenue taken in from greens fee players. Brookfield 
management estimates a loss of $7,000 because of the flooded conditions." 
In July 1968, flooding occurred again, this time because of breakage in 
a flood control dam, decommissioning three holes at Brookfield and two 
at Ranchlands. 
(d) Water Resources 
A U of the courses in the study region are located on a river 
or a stream. The largest river, the Grand, supplies part or a U of the 
water requirements for four courses (Doon Valley, Grand River, Fergus, 
and Waterloo County) while two of its major tributaries, the Speed and 
the Eramosa, contribute to the needs of the two private clubs in Guelph. 
(See Map 3.) Other sources of water for the courses are smaU creeks, 
ground water weUs, and the existing municipal systems. Only two of the 
courses indicated inadequate water supplies (Fairview and Gala Glades) 
and both of these courses are largely dependent upon ground water. It 
is estimated that a capacity of 60,000 gaUons per day is required for 
a nine hole golf course, to meet the needs in periods of prolonged 
U 
drought. 
iv) Evaluation of Golf Course Quality 
As outlined in Chapter II (Methodology) it is evident that 
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Name of Course 
Private 
Cutten 
Guelph 
Waterloo County 
Westmount 
Semi-private 
Brookfield 
Eldale 
Fairview 
Fergus 
Foxwood 
Gala Glades 
Grand River 
Hi l l top 
Merry HiU 
Puslinch 
Ranchlands 
Victoria 
Municipal 
Doon VaUey 
Rockway 
Snack 
Bar 
3 
2 
N/A 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
N/A 
2 
2 
. 
FACILITIES IN 
FIGURE 6 
CONJUNCTION WITH GOLF 
WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES 
Dinner 
F a c i U t i e s 
3 
2 
N/A 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
N/A 
2 
2 
Licensed 
Lounge 
3 
3 
N/A 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
N/A 
2 
2 
Curling 
Rink 
0 
2 
N/A 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
N/A 
0 
0 
COURSES, 
, 1968 
Driving 
Range 
0 
2 
N/A 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
N/A 
2 
0 
Pract ice 
Green 
2 
2 
N/A 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
3 
1 
0 
N/A 
2 
2 
Pro 
Shop 
3 
3 
N/A 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
N/A 
2 
2 
Caddies 
3 
3 
N/A 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
N/A 
0 
0 
FIGURE 6 (cont'd) 
Name of Course 
Private 
Cutten 
Guelph 
Waterloo County 
Westmount 
Semi-private 
Brookfield 
Eldale 
Fairview 
Fergus 
Foxwood 
Gala Glades 
Grand River 
HiUtop 
Merry HULL 
Puslinch 
Ranchlands 
Victoria 
Municipal 
Doon VaUey 
Rockway 
Golf 
Professional 
1 
1 
N/A 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
N/A 
1 
1 
Outside 
Tournaments 
1 
0 
N/A 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
N/A 
1 
1 
Other 
0 
0 
N/A 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
N/A 
1 
1 
Design and 
Maintenance Evaluation 
7 
7 
N/A 
8 
6 
6 
5 
4 
6 
5 
3 
5 
7 
5 
6 
N/A 
7 
6 
Score 
26 
27 
N/A 
34 
9 
9 
9 
7 
12 
U 
9 
14 
17 
10 
U 
N/A 
22 
19 
N/A = Data not available ON 
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there is considerable variance in the calibre of service provided at 
the clubs. All of the clubs provide snack bar facilities, but only two 
of them were considered to be outstanding in quality (Westmount and 
Cutten Club). Clubs such as Merry Hill and Brookfield offer only mini-
mum service in this respect, providing dispensing machines and a smaU 
area for service (see Fig. 6). 
The private clubs are also outstanding in the services pro-
vided by their pro shops. A full range of golfing equipment including 
wearing apparel and practice aids are available, as weU as competent 
staff. The clubs which achieved a low rating in this category generaUy 
provided only a place to purchase greens fee tickets and very limited 
supplies. The outstanding facilities' were housed in attractive build-
ings, and most of the low-rated courses provide only the simplest of 
structures. 
As anticipated the private clubs exhibit the highest quality 
of the courses considered. Those which are being operated with a mini-
mum of investment and reinvestment are poorly designed and managed, and 
reflect these faults strongly. An interesting observation is that the 
two municipal courses rank quite highly. This is consistent with the 
stated philosophy of the Kitchener Department of Parks and Recreation: 
to provide a high quality facility for as many people as possible at a 
12 
reasonable cost. The municipal courses are a credit to the foresight 
of the Kitchener Golf Course Commission and they reflect good manage-
ment practices in a number of ways. 
B Management of Club3 
i) Capital Investment 
Because of the high cost of urban Land and course construction 
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costs, golf courses require considerable capital investment. 
The two municipal courses illustrate the amount of capital 
needed. The Doon VaUey club, acquired by the city of Kitchener in 1963, 
was purchased at a cost of $340,000, which was considerably below the 
13 
initial asking price. The high cost of development is aptly iUus-
trated by the following brief examination of the expenditures of the 
Rockway Municipal Club. Exclusive of site costs, the development of the 
course from 1935 to 1965 involved expenditures of $193,508.34. The 
present value of the golf course including land, buildings and business 
is estimated at $650,000 to $700,000. 
FIGURE 7 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES, ROCKWAY MUNICIPAL GOLF COURSE3"5 
Construction costs, 1935-36 (site excluded) $79,862.40 
Alterations, 1940 8,724-41 
Additions and renovations, 1951-64 36,302,81 
Additions and renovations, 1965 68,925-21 
Total: $193,814.83 
Data supplied by the assessment department of the city of Guelph 
gives further insight into the amount of capital investment required to 
develop a golf course. The assessment schedule for Guelph, based on 1965 
16 
"actual values," fairly represents the value of the courses concerned. 
If the total assessed value is compared to the "quality evalu-
ation" developed earlier, the influence of capital investment becomes 
evident. Of the three courses in Guelph, the one with the highest assessed 
value also has the highest quality rating, and the one with the lowest 
assessed value has the lowest quality rating. 
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FIGURE 8 
ASSESSED VALUE OF GOLF COURSES, CITY OF GUELPH, 1965 
Golf Course 
Guelph 
Cutten 
Fairview 
Acreage 
75 
192.5 
100 
Land 
Assessment 
$94,100 
227,600 
73,500 
Building 
Assessment 
$124,700 
77,000 
21,300 
Total 
Assessment 
$218,800 
304,800 
96,300 
Source: Correspondence with Assessment Commissioner, City of 
Guelph, June, 1968. 
It is worth noting the assessment value of two of the courses 
which are at present experiencing financial difficulty, largely due to 
poor location and low levels of capital investment. The Fergus club, 
located in NichoU township, is assessed $550 on the land and $1,800 on 
the buUdings. The Eldale course, in Woolwich township, has a land 
IS 
assessment of $7,000 and building assessment of $1,500. Since assess-
ment in part reflects the value of the property in terms of location, 
rental value, cost replacement of buildings and sale value, the Fergus 
and Eldale clubs are definitely not in a comparable position to the 
other clubs, and this is apparent when the use of the faciUty is 
reviewed. 
In addition to the land and building costs, considerable 
expenditure of capital must be made for actual course construction. 
When a contract is let for construction on the 
ideal type of land, not including the cost of 
the land, a nine hole course with materials 
would range from $25,000 to $125,000 and an 
eighteen hole course would cost from $75,000 
to $225,000. On land partiaUy wooded, or pre-
senting drainage problems or both, the cost of 
a nine hole course would be from $35,000 to $150,000 
and for an eighteen hole course, from $100,000 
to $275,000 and more. These costs vary 
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widely depending on many variables such as 
size and quality of greens-and tees, and 
type of irrigation system. 
To place these costs in their proper perspective, it is 
estimated that the cost per hole for a new country club locating near 
Stratford, Ontario is $17,500, which amounts to $315,000 for developing 
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an eighteen hole course. This price, according to the consultant, 
does not include the cost of the land nor the cost of the buildings, 
but only the construction of the course itself. 
ii) Fees 
To a large extent, the cost of the greens fees charged by the 
golf course reflects the quaUty of that course. The attractive, weU 
managed municipal courses and the better semi-private courses usuaUy 
charge $2.00 for greens fees during the weekdays and $3-50 on the week-
end. Clubs with lower quality facilities charge less for greens fees, 
ranging from $1.50 on weekdays to $3.00 on the weekend. 
Although the private clubs do not have greens fees available 
to the public, the quality of the courses is reflected in the fees 
charged for membership. Westmount is by far the most expensive club in 
the study area, charging $825 for a membership and requiring the member 
to purchase a share. The Guelph Country Club and the Cutten Club are 
much less, with fees of $275 and $170 respectively. The membership fees 
at the municipal and semi-private clubs range from $45 at Fergus to $100 
at Doon VaUey, Foxwood, and Gala Glades. 
Membership fees are the most reliable source of income for most 
of the clubs. Westmount and Cutten's, the best courses in the region, 
enjoy the highest membership with over 700 members each. (See Fig. 9.) 
FIGURE 9 
SUMMARY OF GREENS FEES AND MEMBERSHIP FEES FOR GOLF COURSES, 
WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 1968 
Name of Course 
Private 
Cutten 
Guelph 
Westmount 
Waterloo County 
Semi-private 
Brookfield 
Eldale 
Fairview 
Fergus 
Foxwood 
Gala Glades 
Grand River 
HiUtop 
Merry HiU 
Puslinch 
Ranchlands 
Victoria 
Municipal 
Doon VaUey 
Rockway 
Greens 
Week days 
— 
-
— 
-
$2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
1.50 
2.00 
2.00 
1.50 
1.50 
2.25 
1.50 
2.00 
2.50 
2.50 
2.00 
Fees 
Weekends 
-
-
-
-
$3.00 
3.00 
3.50 
2.50 
2.50 
3.50 
2.00 
3.50 
2.75 
3.00 
3.00 
2.75 
3.50 
3.00 
Membership Fees 
$170 
175 
225 
185 
85 
70 
70 
45 
100 
100 
50 
75 
60 
80 
75 
60 
100 
75 
I n i t i a t i o n Fees 
N/C 
$100 
600 
N/A 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
Number of 
Members 
760 
400 
750 
N/A 
130 
102 
150 
165 
N/A 
350 
100 
75 
200 
250 
150 
— 
250 
«X50 
N/A = Not available 
N/C = No charge 
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iii) Tournaments 
Most clubs encourage organized tournaments. However, there 
are conflicting views concerning the merits of providing such services. 
The private country clubs, Westmount and Guelph, sponsor only tournaments 
sanctioned by the Ontario Golfing Association or the Royal Canadian Golf 
Association, plus their regular club tournaments. They do not aUow 
outside organizations to use the faciUties. BasicaUy, the view is that 
members pay substantial fees for the use of the private facility and that 
the use of it by outside organizations would be an infringement. The 
more pragmatic Cutten club considers outside sources as a valuable 
addition to income which may be used for providing other facilities for 
the club. 
Municipal and semi-private clubs are very much in favour of 
organized tournaments. The pay-as-you-play revenue is not nearly at 
capacity in any of these courses during the week, and tournaments are 
encouraged to increase the facility's revenue-earning ability during this 
otherwise "slack" time. 
Operators who object to tournaments feel that the risk of 
damage done to the course by tournament players negates the potentiaUy 
greater revenue that would accrue. Often outside tournament players have 
little knowledge of the game or its etiquette, resulting in damage to 
greens and fairways as weU as inconvenience to regular players. It is 
interesting to note that those operators who object most strenuously to 
tournaments do not have adequate dining or bar facilities to reaUze the 
fuUest profit from outside activities, 
iv) Course Expansion 
Almost all of the clubs in the area are contemplating immediate 
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expansion or improvement of existing facilities. The most frequently 
mentioned improvement is construction of new club houses and pro shop 
facilities with provision for dining rooms and lounges. Most of the 
owners feel that this type of addition would put them in an excellent 
position to cater to conventions and business gatherings, thus according 
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considerable extension of their operating season. 
Clubs presently operating with only nine holes feel that expan-
sion to eighteen holes is mandatory. A variety of problems confront the 
operators of nine hole courses; it is difficult to establish a regulating 
system to control the traffic flow of golfers beginning at the first tee 
and those starting on their second nine. At peak operating times during 
the weekend delays occur, detracting from the overaU quality of the 
course. Another problem is that unless some adjustment is made for tee-
off acreas, there is little variety provided for the golfer. One of the 
most appealing aspects of the game is the wide range of shots the golfer 
is required to make in order to adapt to the constantly changing terrain 
and the different demands of each hole. The chaUenge is definitely 
limited unless alternate tees are provided. 
Expansion to eighteen holes more than doubles the capacity of 
a club because of much greater user satisfaction, and also maintenance 
costs decline on a per hole basis. 
The problem of expansion cannot be as readily solved in Canada 
as in the United States because of less immediately available capital. 
The federal government of the United States provides three major sources 
of capital. The Department of Agriculture makes loans available to 
farmers who want to put part of their land to uses other than farming. 
The Department would rather have a needed golf course or other recreation 
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facility than have the farmer producing surplus crops. The interest rate 
on these loans is usually 5% and is repayable in up to forty years. 
Municipalities and local government bodies seeking to acquire 
"open space" for preservation from encroaching development may be 
eligible for federal aid from the Housing and Home Finance Administration 
22 for outright grants of up to thirty per cent of the land cost. 
The SmaU Business Administration, another federal agency, 
approves some loans to privately owned daily fee courses. The maximum 
loan is $350,000 and is repayable in a ten year period at an interest 
rate of 5js%. 
In Canada, the only government agency providing loans for the 
development of recreational facilities is the Industrial Development 
23 
Bank. Apart from this source, money for course development must come 
from banks, mortgage companies, and other private sources which are often 
hesitant about making loans to recreational developments because of their 
seasonal nature. The Industrial Development Bank in 1967 aUowed loans 
of over $1,500,000 to recreation services. About 13% of these loans go to 
25 
recreation and tourist industries. 
Many of the managers suggested that ultimately they would like 
to develop a complete recreation complex where entire families could par-
ticipate in some activity. A development such as this would include both 
summer and winter outdoor recreational facilities. The newly opened 
Victoria Golf Course in Puslinch township is planned with this intent. 
v) Taxation 
Many owners feel that taxes are becoming a serious management 
problem, particularly when a club is annexed into the corporate limits of 
cities. UsuaUy the taxes are increased substantiaUy compared to town-
ship rates, yet no real increase in services is provided. Two courses in 
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the Guelph part of the study aroa have been recently annexed into the 
city of Guelph from Puslinch township and the taxes on these courses have 
26 increased threefold. According to one of the assessment commissioners 
in the area, taxation for golf courses is based on the "lowest possible 
commercial rates," and if the club is managed well, it should experience 
27 little or no difficulty in facing the tax burden. Many of the owners 
felt that more consideration should be given to them because of the seaso-
nal nature of the activity and because of their properties' contribution 
to the open space requirements of the city. 
vi) Labour 
A persistent problem in managing golf courses is securing 
suitably trained competent staff to assist in the maintenance and manage-
ment of the course. Particularly hard pressed are courses offering 
dining and liquor lounge facilities. Greenskeepers are also in short 
supply because of the high wages paid by landscaping contractors, the 
major source of competition for this type of labour, 
vii) Operational Costs 
The attempt to stabilize rising costs is often cited as a 
problem by course managers. Although most owners did not have accurate 
figures to quote, they are concerned with maintenance costs that increase 
every year. The municipal courses, Doon VaUey and Rockway, provide 
figures that iUustrate the rising costs (see Appendix C). Expenditures 
are increasing most notably for salaries, insurance, and course mainte-
nance. 
Statistics published by the National Golf Foundation support 
the fact of rising costs. Course maintenance costs for fifty country 
clubs were 6.6$ greater in 1966-67 than in 1965-66 and over the past ten 
years, expenses have increased 44#. (See Fig. 10.) 
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viii) Municipal Involvement 
The questionnaire and subsequent interviews with the owner-
operators reveal a difference of opinion on the issue of whether the 
municipalities should provide golfing facilities. Eleven of the oper-
ators feel that the municipality should take some role in the provision 
of facilities. Several owners consider that the initial cost of begin-
ning a golf course is prohibitive and that the municipality should 
assist in the primary financing. 
A few of the operators express strong objection to municipal 
participation. They deem private enterprise quite capable of providing 
recreational facilities such as golf courses, however they do agree that 
it is the role of the government to provide recreation faciUties that 
are not in direct competition with them. 
The managers of the two municipal courses agree in principle 
that golf courses are an integral part of the recreation system within 
the municipality, and the provision of them is equaUy important as pro-
viding other forms of recreation such as parks and swimming pools. They 
also beUeve that municipal courses, because of their high caUbre, force 
the semi-private clubs to maintain high standards in order to compete 
successfuUy for their fair share of the golf market. 
The municipality recognizes the importance of golf courses in 
another respect: they usuaUy demonstrate a profit which can be utilized 
in providing other facUities. This point is further developed in view of 
the performance of municipal courses across the country. G. E. Robinson, 
a golf course architect and Director of the Green Section for the Royal 
Canadian Golf Association suggests: 
Every municipal course in Canada is a financial 
success, and most are showing very substantial 
profits in addition to being a very fine asset 
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insofar as retaining our diminishing city 
green belts. ° 
It is also noteworthy that most recent statistics 
...indicate that a municipal course costing 
$300,000 can be liquidated in eight to ten 
years' time. ' 
In a more recent study directly related to Kitchener, Dyson 
compares the costs and benefits derived from Rockway Municipal Golf Course 
to the costs and benefits derived by the city if the course were sold as a 
housing subdivision. He concludes: 
Within a short period of time the economic 
gains made by the city would be spent in 
meeting the cost of services. 
Because of the valuable contribution municipal clubs make in 
terms of the total recreation system, open space requirements, and contri-
butions to financing of other recreation facUities it is surprising that 
the cities of Guelph and Gait have not made use of the opportunity to 
purchase courses when they have become available. High caUbre clubs such 
as Doon VaUey and Rockway are a valuable asset to the local government 
and to residents of the community. 
C Increase of FacUities as a Reflection of Demand 
The growing number of facilities indicates that golf is 
becoming an increasingly important outdoor recreation activity for Cana-
dians and Americans. Some of the reasons why the facilities have increased 
and the demand relationships are explored in Section III of this chapter. 
Fairly accurate information is available for the growth of facilities in 
the United States but in Canada there is little information concerning the 
total number of golf courses. A Canada-wide inventory is currently being 
completed by the RCGA but figures are not yet published. An estimate by 
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the Association reveals slightly over 1,000 courses at present. 
10 YEAR TREND OF NEW GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION 
IN THE UNITED STATES 
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In the United States, data is available as far back as 1931 
32 for a U course typesj^ at that time, there was a total of 5,691 courses. 
The most recent statistics indicate that in 1967 there were 9,336courses. 
The data for all course types reveals some interesting rela-
tionships (see Fig. 12): there has been a general increase of 3.8% per 
year from 1950 to 1967, and the various types of courses experienced dif-
ferent growth rates. During the early 1950's, private courses actuaUy 
decreased in number until 1957* when the decline reversed itself. This 
can be partiaUy explained by municipal purchase of courses for the pub-
lic in an attempt to provide additional recreation facilities. Another 
reason for the decline may be attributed to the unwillingness of people 
to pay the high fees for membership. To provide the necessary revenue 
for the clubs to operate, they were thus opened for public use. 
After 1957, private courses regained popularity and are enjoy-
ing an increase in participation, as have a U recreational facilities. 
Semi-private clubs have demonstrated the strongest growth rate, 
at a 7.6%* per annum average. Increase in growth from 1950-57 averaged 7% 
per annum, and after 1957 increased stiU further to 8% per year. Semi-
private clubs attracted people from private clubs because of cheaper 
rates, and also because they were part of the general increase in demand 
for recreation facUities by a U income groups. Furthermore, capital was 
made available through the federal government for the development of semi-
private facilities, which encouraged the conversion of some rural farm 
land into recreational use. 
Municipal courses have increased at J>% per year from 1950-1957. 
After 1957 the increase is slightly greater than 3%. 
Though there is insufficient data to reveal the mathematical 
characteristics of the golf course growth rates in the study area, 
FIGURE 12 
INCREASE OF GOLF FACILITIES BY TYPE, U.S.A., 1950- 1967 
Year 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 
I960 
1959 
1958 
1957 
1956 
1955 
1954 
1953 
1952 
1951 
1950 
Average: 
Private 
F a c i U t i e s 
4166 
4016 
3887 
3764 
3615 
3503 
3348 
3236 
3097 
2986 
2887 
2801 
2807 
2878 
2970 
3029 
2996 
3049 
Per Cent 
Change 
3 .7 £ 
3.3 
-3.3 
4 . 1 
3.2 
4 .6 
3.5 
4.5 
3.7 
3.4 
3 . 1 
-0 .2 
-2 .5 
- 3 . 1 
-1 .9 
1.1 
-1 .7 
2 .1 
Semi-
pr ivate 
3960 
3485 
3368 
3114 
2868 
2636 
2363 
2254 
2023 
1904 
1832 
1692 
1534 
1392 
1321 
1246 
1214 
1141 
Per Cent 
Change 
13.7 % 
3.4 
8 .1 
8.2 
8.8 
U . 6 
4 .8 
U . 4 
6:3 
3 .7 
8.3 
10.3 
10.2 
5.4 
6.0 
2.6 
6.5 
7.6 
Municipal 
1210 
1173 
1068 
1015 
994 
931 
912 
895 
871 
855 
834 
865 
877 
806 
765 
751 
760 
741 
Per Cent 
Change 
3.2 % 
9.8 
5.2 
2 . 1 
6.8 
2 . 1 
1.9 
2 .8 
1.9 
2.5 
-3 .6 
-1 .4 
8.8 
5.4 
1.9 
-1 .2 
2.6 
3.0 
Total Number 
of Courses 
9336 
8672 
8323 
7893 
7477 
7070 
6623 
6385 
5991 
5745 
5553 
5358 
5218 
5076 
5056 
5026 
4970 
4931 
Per Cent 
Change 
7-7 % 
4.2 
5.2 
5.3 
5.8 
6.7 
3 .7 
6.6 
4.3 
3.5 
3.6 
2 .7 
2 .8 
0.4 
0.6 
1.1 
0.8 
3.8 
Source: NGF 
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FIGURE 15 
YEAR OF DEVELOPMENT FOR GOLF COURSES, 
WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES 
Year 
1908 
1912 
1928 
, 1930 
1935 
1936 
N/A 
1953 
1955 
1957 
1958 
1962 
1963 
1963 -
1964 
1964 
1965 
1967 
1968 
Golf Course 
Grand River 
Guelph Country Club 
Cutten 
Westmount 
Fergus 
Rockway 
Waterloo County 
Ranchlands 
St. Andrew's 
Fairview 
Doon VaUey 
HiUtop 
Gala Glades 
Puslinch 
Brookfield 
Merry HiU 
Eldale 
Foxwood 
Victoria 
Classification 
Private 
Private 
Private 
Private 
Semi-private 
Municipal 
Private 
Semi-private 
Semi-private 
Semi-private 
Private 
Semi-private 
Semi-private 
Semi-private • 
Semi-private 
Semi-private 
Semi-private 
Semi-private 
Semi-private 
*Grand River and St . Andrew's no longer operating (1969). 
Source: Owner-operator questionnaire, 1968. 
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the same general trends appear. The first courses developed in the area 
were the private country clubs. These courses did not exhibit absolute 
decline as did the same type facilities in the United States, but the 
construction of semi-private facilities has replaced the growth of 
private clubs. This same phenomena occurred In the United States, and 
the reasons are similar. The real Increase in construction of oomi-
private facilities in Waterloo-WeUiiigton occurs in the mid-1950's, as 
was the case in the States. (See Fig. 15.) Within the last twelve years, 
eleven new golf courses have been established in the study area - almost 
twice as many courses as were developed between the years 1908 and 1952. 
Observation reveals much the same pattern occurring in other parts of the 
province (e.g. the Toronto and London regions). 
D Conclusions 
There are eighteen golf courses in the study area, classified 
as private, semi-private and municipal. The private clubs and the muni-
cipal clubs are of exceUent caUbre, reflecting good management and high 
levels of capital investment. The semi-private clubs are not of as con-
sistently high calibre, but nevertheless play an important role in 
meeting the region's golf needs. The courses offer a wide range of ser-
vices to the golfers, including liquor lounges, dining rooms, practice 
areas, and pro shops. The private and municipal courses offer the most 
comprehensive range of such services. 
Because of the specialized nature of golf as a recreational 
activity, a distinctive set of resource characteristics are a prerequi-
site. Most of the courses are situated on slightly undulating, scenic 
topography, with acreage varying from 27 to 280 acres. Also characteris-
tic of most of the courses studied are the smaU stands of coniferous and 
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deciduous trees, and well-drained, high quality sandy loans. Almost a U 
the sites are capable of producing 120,000 gaUons of water per day, 
commonly derived from rivers, although some courses rely on ground water 
or municipal supplies. 
Most of the courses have immediate accessibility to a paved 
highwayj only two are entered by gravel roads. 
Golf course managers face a series of problems, and one of the 
most significant is the problem of peaking (considered at length in 
Section III of this chapter), foUowed closely by problems of maintenance 
and operational costs, shortage of skiUed labour, and lack of capital for 
club expansion. The managers differ in their views concerning provision 
of tournament facilities, and municipal involvement in furnishing golf 
facUities. 
Golf courses contribute to the open space requirements of 
Kitchener-Waterloo and Guelph, and provide both aesthetic appeal and 
needed "green belt" reUef, in addition to maintaining the fundamentals of 
conservation. 
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SECTION II: GOLFER POPULATION 
A Soclo-Economlc Characteristics 
According to the National Golf Foundation, there are appro-
33 
ximately 44 golfers per 1,000 members of the population. Using this 
standard, the total number of golfers for Waterloo and WeUington 
counties is U,504, or 4.4$. Using the income regression model which 
establishes demand, the total number of golfers is 20,420, or 7.8$ of 
the total population. The difference between the two estimates is not 
contradictory but rather one of definition. The National Golf Foun-
dation defines a golfer as a person who plays at least fifteen or more 
times per season, and the income regression model defines a golfer as 
someone who participates one time per year. 
The characteristics of the golfer population are described by 
comparing the information from the golfer questionnaire with the findings 
presented by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission,^ the 
35 1965 Survey of Outdoor Recreation, and where possible to the general 
characteristics of the entire population in Waterloo and Wellington 
counties, as presented by the census. 
The first factor to be considered is age. Most of the parti-
cipants come from the age group of 18-44 years, constituting 60.8$ of 
the golfers. This finding is generaUy consistent with the results pre-
sented in the 1965 Survey, which indicates this group is the most active 
in other activities such as swimming, where 57^ of the participants faU 
into this category (see Fig. 18). 
When compared to the age structure of the whole population, 
however, the percentage from this group is much higher than could be 
expected. Only 25% of the population is found within this age group. 
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Golfers in this category are not the most active in terms of 
average number of rounds of golf played per season. The players in the 
12-17 category play an average of 64 rounds per season, and golfers in 
the category of 55-64 years average 43 rounds per season. Surprisingly, 
golfers 65 years and over play even more frequently - 45 rounds per 
year. Participants in the age group 35-44 years participate the least 
(29.2 times). These differences can largely be explained by the varying 
amounts of leisure time available to the golfers. The younger players 
usuaUy have the summer vacation to play golf and the older participants 
are either retired or semi-retired. When questioned, the older golfers 
suggested that golf is one of their preferred summer activities, and much 
of their leisure time is spent at the country club. Golfers in the 35-
44 category play less frequently because of the demands placed on their 
time by famUy and occupational concerns. 
The ORRRC suggests that as age increases participation in 
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activity generaUy declines. In the case of golf, the hypothesis does 
not foUow closely. Golf is usually developed as a skiU in later years 
whUe more rigorous activities such as swimming and other outdoor games 
are pursued by younger people. 
Because of the close interrelationship between socio-economic 
variables, it is difficult to determine the actual effect of a single 
factor as it influences participation in outdoor recreation. For exam-
ple, the ORRRC reports suggest that as educational achievement increases 
participation increases, with the exception of college graduates. The 
Commission also suggests that 
...these education findings reflect in part age 
and income differences. Those of minimal edu-
cation are also heavily represented in the 
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FIGURE 16 
PER CENT OF POPULATION IN EACH AGE GROUP 
Age Groups 
0 
15 
25 
35 
45 
- 14 
- 24 
- 34 
- 4 4 
- 64 
(years) 
65 and over 
Waterloo County 
32.4 % 
13.6 
14.3 
13.8 
18 .1 
7.8 
Wellington County 
32.4 % 
13.6 
12.6 
12.5 
19.0 
10.0 
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics and MODA Programme for 
Development 1969 - 1973. 
FIGURE 17 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTICIPATION IN GOLF AND AGE 
Age Group 
1 2 - 1 7 
18 - 24 
25 - 34 
3 5 - 4 4 
45 - 54 
55 - 64 
65 and over 
Average Rate of 
Play 
64.3 (rounds per 
33*3 season) 
37.3 
29.2 
31.7 
42.5 
45.0 
Per Cent of 
Par t ic ipants 
2.3 % 
26.5 
24.5 
19.8 
20.2 
6.2 
0.5 
Source: Golfer questionnaire, 1968. 
FIGURE 18 
PER CENT OF PARTICIPANTS 12 YEARS AND OVER BY AGE OF PARTICIPANTS 
FOR SELECTED ACTIVITIES, U . S . TOTALS, 1965 
Age Group 
12-17 
18-24 
25-44 
45 - 64 
65 and over 
Swimming 
27 # 
20 
37 
15 
1 
100 % 
Driving for 
Pleasure 
16 % 
17 
35 
24 
8 
100 % 
Picnicing 
18 % 
16 
38 
21 
7 
100 % 
Fishing 
22 % 
15 
34 
24 
5 
100 % 
Boating 
24 % 
19 
33 
21 
3 
100 % 
Source: U.S. Department of the I n t e r i o r , 1965 Survey of Outdoor Recreation Act iv i ty . 
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lower income groups which also rank 
low in recreation participation. -*' 
FIGURE 19 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT 
AND PARTICIPATION IN GOLF 
Education 
Grade school 
Some high 
school 
High school, 
completed 
Some college 
CoUege 
completed 
(Roi 
Average Rate 
of Play 
unds per Season) 
43.6 
39.0 
34.3 
35.3 
25.1 
Per Cent of 
Participants 
K.1% 
28.4 
35.0 
19.5 
12.5 
Per Cent of 
Population 
hi.5% 
30.8 
16.0 
2.4 
2.8 
Source: Golfer questionnaire, 1968. 
The findings of the ORRRC apply in a general manner to the 
golfers in Waterloo and WeUington counties. There is not an apparent 
difference between the number of rounds of golf played and educational 
achievement untU a coUege degree is attained. This category of golfer 
plays on the average only 25.1 rounds per season whUe a U the other groups 
play over 34 rounds. However if participation in golf is approached in 
terms of the population structure, somewhat different results appear. 
Those who have achieved grade school education represent kl.5% of the 
entire population but only 4.7$ of a U the golfers come from this group. 
The effect of increased education can be more clearly seen if the group 
which completed high school is considered. Only 1.6.0% of the population 
has achieved this level, but 35% of golfers have attained this standard. 
FIGURE 20 
PER CENT OF PARTICIPANTS 25 YEARS AND OVER IN SELECTED ACTIVITIES 
BY EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT, U.S. TOTALS, 1965 
Education 
Grade school 
High school ( 1 - 3 years) 
High school (completed) 
Some coUege 
CoUege degree 
Swimming 
14 % 
17 
40 
13 
16 
100 % 
Driving for 
Pleasure 
25 % 
17 
37 
10 
U 
100 % 
Picnicing 
23 % 
19 
37 
10 
U 
100 % 
Fishing 
27 # 
19 
35 
10 
9 
100 % 
Boating 
17 % 
16 
41 
12 
14 
100 % 
Source: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1965 Survey of Outdoor Recreation Activity. 
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Of special interest are the golfers who have completed coUege, sinco they 
represent 12.5% of golfers and only 2.8$ of the total population. They do 
not play as frequently, but there is a high probability that they wiU 
play more than people who have attained less education. This may be par-
tiaUy explained by the fact that in many cases first contact is made with 
golf and other carry over sports within the high school and universities. 
Occupational patterns of golfers indicate strong tendencies 
toward professional, managerial and service occupations rather than con-
struction or manufacturing. The single largest group of golfers comes 
from the managers and officials category, who make up 26.9$. The profes-
sional group, and the sales, personnel, and clerical groups represent 21.5$ 
FIGURE 21 
PERCENTAGE OF GOLFERS FROM OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES 
Occupational 
Classification 
Professional 
Managers and 
Officials 
Sales, Personnel, 
Clerical 
Craftsmen 
Labourers 
Students 
Percentage 
21.5 % 
26.9 
19.4 
12.4 
9.5 
10.3 
Average Participation 
(Rounds per Season) 
29.3 
34.5 
33.0 
30.0 
43.3 
35.0 
Source: Golfer questionnaire, 1968. 
and 19.4$ respectively. Craftsmen, students, and labourers represent only 
31.2$ of the total number of golfers. These findings are consistent with 
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those of the ORRRC reports which suggest that participation in recre-
ation is closely related to the occupational hierarchy. 
The highest participation in rounds of golf per season i3 by 
labourers who play 43«4 times per season. The reason for this high par-
ticipation rate is not clear. The author contends that although this 
group participates frequently in one activity, the total participation in 
a U outdoor recreation activities is probably less. Participation in 
such activities as driving for pleasure, swimming, skiing, picnicing, and 
boating may not be as frequent as it is higher in the occupational hier-
archy. 
Another explanation suggests that the structure of participation 
in outdoor recreation has changed considerably since the publication of 
the ORRRC reports in 1962. Labour occupations now receive remuneration 
comparable to many of the professional and managerial positions, and thus 
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many more activities are within the financial grasp of this group. The 
last eight years have also witnessed a steady rise in the amount of 
leisure time available to this occupational group, which may be reflected 
in higher participation rates. 
The ORRRC reports suggest that as income increases, partici-
pation in outdoor recreation increases, with the exception of the $10,000-
and-over category, which demonstrates a decline in participation. The 
effects of income on participation in golf is essentiaUy similar to the 
pattern noted in the ORRRC reports. The average number of rounds of golf 
increases with income, then drops substantiaUy in the over-$10,000 group. 
(See Fig. 22.) The largest single group of golfers comes from the $5,000-
$7,499 income group, with 32.8$ of the total golfers. Although the 
income categories are not exactly the same as found in the 1965 Survey 
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of Outdoor Recreation the basic trends are similar. (See Figs. 22, 23.) 
FIGURE 22 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCOME AND PARTICIPATION IN GOLF, 1968 
Income Category 
Under $3,000 
$3,000 - $4,999 
$5,000 - $7,499 
$7,500 - $9,999 
$10,000 + 
Per Cent of 
Participants 
7.6 
U.2 
32.8 
24.6 
23.8 
Average Number of 
Rounds per Season 
25.3 
33.7 
39.4 
36.7 
29.1 
Source: Golfer questionnaire, 1968. 
B Outdoor Recreational Preferences 
Golfers appear to have definite outdoor recreational prefer-
ences. Asked to rank the summer outdoor recreation activities which they 
preferred, the golfers indicated that golf was by far their first choice. 
Of a U the questionnaires issued, 81.3$ ranked golf as one of their 
"favourite activities" and of that group, 69.9$ claimed it was their 
first choice. Swimming was mentioned by 42.4$ of ths respondents; 10.1$ 
considered it their first choice of summer activity, and 50.5$ placed it 
second. Driving for pleasure was mentioned by 33.5$ of the respondents 
and of these 15.0$ stated it was their favourite activity. Picnicing was 
mentioned by 29.2$ of the respondents although only 12.0$ ranked it as 
first choice. 
In 1965 the United States Department of the Interior conducted 
resaarch into "favourite activities for a U seasons." Of those inter-
FIGURE 23 
PER CENT OF PARTICIPANTS 12 YEARS AND OVER PARTICIPATING IN SELECTED ACTIVITIES 
BY INCOME OF PARTICIPANTS, U.S. TOTALS, 1965 
Family Income 
Under $3,000 
$3,000 - $6,000 
$6,000 - $8,000 
$8,000 -$10,000 
$10,000 -$15,000 
$15,000 -$25,000 
$25,000 and over 
other 
Swimming 
8 $ 
27 
21 
13 
19 
6 
2 
4 
100 % 
Driving for 
Pleasure 
13 % 
29 
19 
12 
17 
5 
1 
4 
100 $ 
Picnicing 
13 % 
29 
20 
12 
16 
5 
1 
4 
100 $ 
Fishing 
13 % 
29 
19 
12 
17 
5 
2 
3 
100 $ 
Boating 
7 % 
26 
19 
14 
21 
7 
2 
4 
100 % 
Source: U. S. Department of the Interior, 1965 Survey of Outdoor Recreation. 
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viewed, 76$ indicated that they had a favourite summertime activity, 
and golf was mentioned fourth (after swimming, fishing, and picnicing). 
These results compare favourably with the results found in Waterloo and 
Wellington. (See Figs. 24, 25.) 
FIGURE 24 
SUMMER OUTDOOR RECREATION PREFERENCES OF GOLFERS, 1968 
Activity 
y Golf 
i/ Swimming 
Driving for 
Pleasure 
Picnicing 
^^ Fishing 
v^"Boating 
Camping 
Nature walks 
^ Hiking 
Horseback 
Riding 
Other 
Activity 
Preference 
81.3 $ 
42.4 
33.5 
29.2 
23.7 
17.1 
16.7 
8.1 
4.3 
2.7 
5.8 
Ranked 
first 
69.9 % 
10.1 
15.0 
12.0 
13.1 
6.8 
16.3 
-
-
-
20.0 
Ranked 
second 
14.4$ 
50.5 
31.4 
17.3 
31.1 
29.5 
16.3 
14.3 
45.5 
28.6 
40.0 
Ranked 
third 
5.3 % 
22.0 
25.6 
36.0 
24.7 
34.2 
37.2 
33.3 
9.0 
-
26.7 
Ranked 
fourth 
10.5 $ 
17.4 
27.9 
34.7 
31.1 
29.5 
30.2 
52.4 
45.5 
71.4 
13.3 
Source: Golfer questionnaire, 1968. 
The Department of the Interior also found that golfers parti-
cipate in swimming (78$), picnicing (73$), driving for pleasure (67$), 
boating (45$), and fishing (42$) which correlates highly with the acti-
vities of golfers in Waterloo and WeUington counties. (See Fig. 26.) 
A U the above noted preferences tend to be gregarious acti-
vities carried out in groups of fanriJLy or friends. These pastimes do not 
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FIGURE 25 
FAVOUIOTE ACTIVITIES BY SEASON (SUMMER), U.S. TOTALS, 1965 
Swimming 
Fishing 
Picnics 
GOLF 
Playing outdoor games 
Playing basebaU 
Camping 
Gardening 
Watching basebaU 
Horseback riding 
Boating 
Water skiing 
Walking for pleasure 
Driving for pleasure 
Sightseeing 
Attending outdoor sports 
Tennis 
Playing footbaU 
Playing basketbaU 
Watching auto races 
Working at home 
Other 
Total: 
32 $ 
18 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ioo"$ 
Source: U.S. Department of the I n t e r i o r , 1965 Survey 
FIGURE 26 
PER CENT OF PERSONS 12 YEARS AND OVER PARTICIPATING IN SELECTED ACTIVITIES, BY PER CENT 
OF SAME PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN OTHER ACTIVITIES, U.S. 'lOTAIS, 1965 
Activity 
Golfing 
Swimming 
Driving for 
Pleasure 
Picnicing 
Fishing 
Boating 
Camping 
Nature walks 
Hiking 
Horseback 
Riding 
Golfing 
(100*) 
100 
78 
67 
73 
42 
45 
14 
22 
11 
15 
Swimming 
(100*) 
15 
100 
67 
73 
39 
38 
16 
19 
11 
14 
Driving for 
Pleasure 
(100$) 
U 
58 
100 
71 
34 
31 
12 
20 
9 
10 
Picnicing 
(100$) 
12 
61 
68 
100 
37 
33 
14 
20 
10 
U 
Fishing 
(100$) 
23 
63 
63 
70 
100 
50 
20 
18 
11 
13 
Boating 
(100$) 
17 
91 
70 
78 
61 
100 
22 
20 
12 
15 
Carping 
(100$) 
13 
79 
70 
85 
63 
57 
100 
34 
2? 
20 
Nature 
Walks 
(100$) 
15 
67 
79 
85 
40 
35 
24 
100 
19 
16 
Hiking 
(100$) 
14 
81 
71 
86 
49 
42 
38 
38 
100 
23 
Horseback 
Riding 
(100?) 
17 
84 
72 
81 
48 
47 
24 
27 
19 
100 
Source: Adapted from U.S. Department of the Interior, 1965 Survey of Q.;-door Recreation (Appendix I). 
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require physical stamina, and driving for pleasure and picnicing in 
uarticu-lar are passive forms of recreation. In golf and swimming the 
ezphasis tends to be on proficiency rather than on physical strength. 
In addition, the acquisition of a skiU in an outdoor recreation activity 
is often considered to be a social asset. 
The activities have another characteristic in common. They 
can a U be enjoyed within the urban environment or very close to it. 
These user-oriented activities are considered to be the favourite summer 
activities, as annotated in several sources, yet Uttle research has 
been directed toward them. 
C Conclusion 
Although golf was at one time considered to be the province 
of the wealthy, the evidence now suggests that it is enjoyed by a very 
broad cross-section of the population. The increased popularity is 
demonstrated by the success of the many new municipal and semi-private 
courses described in Section I of this chapter. 
According to the questionnaire results, most golfers come 
from the professional, managerial and sales personnel members of the 
occupational hierarchy, with incomes between $5,000 and $9,999. Golf is 
considered to be an exceUent carry over activity because of its emphasis 
on skiU rather than physical endurance and strength, thus the average 
»ge of golfers is in the middle thirties. Many of the most active 
golfers are weU into the late forties and early fifties. At this age, 
there is more available leisure time to enjoy the activity. 
It is definitely an activity played by people with average or 
better-than-average education. The largest group of golfers have either 
some high school, completed high school, or some university. This is 
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remarkable considering the fact that approximately one half of the 
population has achieved only grade school education. 
The outdoor recreation preferences of golfers in Waterloo and 
Wellington counties are similar to golfers in the United States. The 
preferences tend to be social and urban-oriented pursuits, such as swim-
ming, picnicing, and driving for pleasure. 
Socio-economic variables are useful in some respects for 
planners in understanding the broad parameters affecting outdoor recre-
ation participation. However, they do have limited usefulness in 
actuaUy predicting recreation tastes and preferences for many outdoor 
recreation activities which are not subject to market mechanisms. Fac-
tors such as the preferences of family members and friends, individual 
aspirations of the individual, childhood experience and others have all 
some degree of relevance to participation in outdoor recreation. 
One factor is certain: the demand for outdoor recreation is 
increasing and the reasons for this are explored in the foUowing 
section. 
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SECTION III: THE ACTIVITY 
A Characteristics of the Activity 
i) The Appeal 
It is probable that golf is one of the oldest forms of out-
door recreational activity. It has roots in Scotland, firmly estab-
lished as far back as 1754, when the world-famous St. Andrew's Golf 
Club was formed. Scottish politicians are said to have prohibited golf 
in 1456 because it interfered with archery practice, which was necessary 
for the defence of the country, and again a half century later because 
of declining church attendance. The game is traced even further back in 
history: it appears the Romans played a very similar game caUed paga-
nica. A form of golf played in HoUand in mediaeval times, het kolven, 
41 is a possible source of the present name "golf." 
Golf is a sport which places highest emphasis on skiU, 
judgement, competition, and good sportsmanship. Each shot requires the 
golfer to estimate the distance between himself and the green, that he 
select the proper club, and that he execute the shot effectively. The 
player is placed in competition with his feUow golfers, himself, and 
with the natural environment. Satisfaction accrues if he competes weU, 
and if he does not, the chaUenge is even greater for the next round. 
One desirable feature of golf is that it makes competition 
equal for a U participants. An elaborate handicap system aUows the 
poor golfer to play with an expert golfer and both have an equal chance 
to win. Combined with a set of rules stressing courtesy and sportsman-
ship, golf becomes immensely appealing for a large number of people. 
By its nature, golf is a social game, played almost invari-
ably in the company of at least one friend, and most often in groups of 
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four. Gathering at the club house and on the teo allows contact with 
other interested parties and is frequently a means of broadening the 
player's circle of acquaintences. Businessmen frequently use the acti-
vity as a form of entertainment for business associates and extending 
good wiU. The country club atmosphere and social gatherings are 
especially appealing for women, as evidenced by the increasing number of 
women golfers. 
ii) The Expenditure 
The National Golf Foundation estimates that by 1970 there will 
be 10,000,000 golfers in the United States, playing on 10,000 golf 
courses. Participation has been increasing at the rate of 10$ per year 
since 1957* and golfers have been spending substantial sums of money on 
equipment, clothes, and participation. It is estimated that golfing 
equipment accounts for 52.0$ of the total money spent on sporting equip-
ment. Golfers in the United States spent $150,076,671 in 1967, and this 
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is an increase of 147$ over 1957. The estimated 700,000 Canadian 
golfers spent approximately $15,000,000 on golfing equipment in 1967. 
When the monies spent on equipment, construction and maintenance of golf 
courses, and a U related expenditures are combined, the total is over 
$1 biUion doUars per year in the United States - a substantial contri-
bution to the economy. 
Personal expenditures in the activity can vary considerably. 
A golfer can participate by renting equipment at the site and paying the 
required greens fee. (Rental fees may vary at different courses from 
$1.00 to $3.00, and the greens fee may vary from $1.50 to $3.50.) 
Most golfers purchase their own equipment, which can repre-
sent a fairly modest investment of less than &L0O, or can be quite ela— 
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borate and require the expenditure of $1,000 or more. Required equip-
ment usuaUy consists of a set of clubs ($50 - $400 or more), a golf bag 
($10 - $150), spiked shoes ($15 - $50), and golf baUs (approximately 
$6 per dozen). 
Many golfers enjoy the exclusiveness of the private country 
club, which aUows them fuU use of a U golf and service facilities 
provided. Golfers are wiUing to pay an average fee of $266.73 for 
membership in a private club. Semi-private and municipal courses offer 
membership privileges but are not exclusive. According to the question-
naire, golfers in the study region are willing to pay an average of 
$91.52 for semi-private membership. The average rate charged in the 
region is $72.92. In a survey of fifteen southern Ontario clubs, the 
average rate for membership in private clubs is $254.60. 
Golfers in the study area were asked to estimate the total 
expenditures on a U aspects of the activity such as equipment, clothing, 
membership, greens fees. Some club members estimated their expenditures 
carefully and concluded that they spend approximately $1,000 per year. 
The calculated average expenditures for members (including private and 
semi-private) is $286.78 per year. This, in the author's viewpoint, is 
an extremely conservative estimate. Non-members tend to play less 
frequently and spend correspondingly less money on the activity. One 
non-member estimated his expenditure at $500 per year, but the average 
was $U0. 
Expenditure of time is also worthy of consideration. The 
game is generaUy time-consuming, and may involve for some golfers as 
much as one hour in driving time to and from the facUity. Four hours 
is usuaUy sufficient for a round of eighteen holes. The average golfer, 
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according to the questionnaire, is wiUing to wait up to twenty (21.2) 
minutes in order to begin playing. If the golfer plays two times per 
week, this represents at least ten hours of his leisure time, but this 
appears to be desirable for golfers in the study area, of whom 85% 
indicate that this is not too time consuming. 
iii) Peaking 
One of the most chaUenging problems confronting the manage-
ment of recreational facilities, including golf courses, is the solution 
to the problem of "peaking." A U courses indicate that their peak month 
is June. Participation drops off substantiaUy during July and August, 
until the last week of August and the beginning of September, when the 
number of visitor days increases once again. Shorter days and inclement 
weather discourage most golfers by late October. Peaking occurs also on 
weekends. None of the courses in the study area indicate that they are 
operating at capacity during the week, and actuaUy only half of them 
indicate that capacity is reached on the weekend, (in the Toronto area 
facUities are greatly overburdened on the weekends, with golfers lining 
up at 7 A.M. to tee off at U A.M.) 
The reasons for the main peak in June and the subsequent 
decline are not particularly clear. Most owners suggest that June is 
usuaUy a pleasant, sunny month without oppressive heat, and under 
these conditions the courses are at their best. Also, most companies 
and business establishments hold their golf tournaments during June, 
before the July and August vacation periods occur. Often companies 
close the plant completely during some part of July or August, and these 
people travel or visit cottages rather than vacation in the city. 
Even the weekend peaking which occurs in May, June, and 
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September is cut back in July and August because of the general exodus 
from the city to cottage and camping areas. 
The owners of semi-private clubs and the management of the 
municipal courses emphasize the importance of good weather in June, when 
the longer days increase the number of participants during the week. 
Golfers can often play eighteen holes after six o'clock during this month. 
In August and September the days are shorter, and revenue is lost from 
week night golfers. If the June weather is not amenable to heavy golfing 
activity, (as experienced in June, 1967 and 1969), many courses are 
placed in a difficult financial situation. The necessity of relying on 
good June weather for greatest income might be somewhat diminished by a 
concerted effort on the part of management to increase week day usage and 
to encourage more golf during July and August. 
B Demand for Recreation 
i) Measurement of Demand for Outdoor Recreation 
There are at least two kinds of demand for parks and outdoor 
recreation facilities: demand for recreation activities, and demand 
based on the desire to preserve open space, flora and fauna and natural 
beauty. This review deals primarUy with the former. 
The use of attendance records is one measure of demand common-
ly used by planners. Often such records are available at ski resorts, 
golf courses, provincial and national parks, and similar faciUties. 
Attendance records show how many people are willing to participate at a 
particular cost, but do not forecast "latent demand," nor do they indi-
cate how changes in cost affect the individual's desire to attend. The 
important area of latent demand is considered by Keith McClellan and 
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EUiott Medrich, who suggest that latent demand 
...may take any of the following forms: 
(l) demand that occurs when entrance fees 
to a facility are too high for a U to 
afford, (2) demand for a faciUty that is 
relatively inaccessible to many who might 
like to attend, (3) demand that cannot be 
articulated because people are inarticulate 
about their recreation needs, have no know-
ledge of existing possibilities, or have no 
experience with some activities.^-' 
Attendance records, because they reflect the characteristics 
of the participant contain certain biases. They do not give information 
concerning those people who would participate if they could afford to do 
so, or had some knowledge of the activity; accordingly, they do not 
enable the planner to evaluate the total demand picture from this source. 
Another technique used to establish demand which attempts to 
circumvent the attendance data is the (neighbourhood) survey. Surveys 
attempt to determine either how often people participate in particular 
activities, or how often they would participate if they could. Yet even 
a carefuUy designed opinion survey tends to be insensitive to the varied 
experience of different socio-economic groups in the population, and to 
the influence of cost, distance, and location, on the actual and projected 
47 
use of outdoor recreational facilities. 
The two surveys of the ORRRC in I960 and in 1965 are the basis 
48 for estabUshing a national recreational trend. They are not, however, 
exceptionaUy useful for the planner at the local level. 
A recreation faciUties inventory is a common method of 
showing not only that faciUties exist, but also that a certain level of 
demand is being generated. The Canada- and province-wide inventory of 
outdoor recreation facilities being conducted by the federal government 
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in co-operation with the provinces is a good example of this typo of 
measurement. Geography students at Waterloo Lutheran University com-
pleted the inventory of outdoor recreation facUities in Simcoe, Grey, 
Waterloo, Wellington, and Dufferin counties. This type of survey, con-
sidered in conjunction with attendance records, provides a fair measure 
of demand, although it does not reveal the characteristics of the latent 
demand. 
Another frequently used measurement of demand is the survey 
which attempts to delineate a market area for a specific recreation site. 
One of the first of these studies was conducted by UUman and Volk. With 
the use of a regression model, they provided a tool which could predict 
50 
recreational attendance at reservoirs in Ohio. A similar study was 
completed in Canada by Robert Adams, who measures the demand for recre-
ation in Algonquin Provincial Park by using the gravity model with 
51 
appropriate modifications. 
This type of survey is circumscribed by several limitations. 
It deals with one specific recreation facility only, and thus represents 
the demand for a unique set of social, economic, and locational charac-
teristics. Consequently, the resultant model must be judiciously applied 
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when dealing with other facilities of a similar nature. 
In estimating the demand for outdoor recreation facUities, 
economists often gauge various kinds of expenditures, considering three 
main types: individual travel costs to and from a faciUty, entrance 
fees, and expenditures for developing, maintaining, or improving a recre-
53 
ation site. In a paper given to the Regional Meeting of the Canadian 
Association of Geographers at York University in 1968, W. Stauch discussed 
the economic impact on Prince Edward County of the campers' expenditures 
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at Outlet Beach Provincial Park and the expenditures of the provincial 
54 government in developing and maintaining the park. 
Many planners utilize a method of measuring demand known as 
"benefit cost analysis." It is one way of ascertaining the probable 
effect of a projected development and determining accordingly, whether 
the project should be undertaken. This benefit cost analysis rests on 
the simplifying assumptions that 
l) any particular project affects only a sub-
set of people, the quantities and prices of 
goods and services produced, and the resources 
used, 2) that these effects can be isolated and 
broken down into components which can be 
assigned a doUar value, and 3) that the social 
value of things outside the subset is not 
affected by the project or need not be taken 
into account. ** 
This type of analysis is usuaUy employed by government 
agencies to evaluate various projects in terms of the benefits derived 
to the costs expended. If a predetermined sum of money has been allo-
cated for development in a given region, the project selected wall be 
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the one which produces the highest benefit cost ratio. 
Benefit cost analysis determines the demand for a recreation 
system from the vantage point of location, but it does not necessarUy 
57 lead to optimal site selection, which is an important consideration to 
local planners. 
Demand for outdoor recreation is often derived by the use of 
standards. These are most often arbitrary, and are based on a "feel" 
58 for demand rather than any real measurement of it. Standards do not 
aUow for differences in the socio-economic characteristics of various 
subsets of the population. Communities which have a high proportion of 
older people have different requirements than those with a high propor-
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tion of older people have different requirements than those with a high 
proportion of children, yet the standards make little aUowance for this 
factor: 
Recreation space standards, other than those 
required for games such as footbaU or tennis, 
represent relative rather than absolute space 
requirements. It is important to understand 
the conditions under which these relative 
requirements were developed. Standards deve-
loped in a response to a specific set of 
resources, land use, and cultural conditions 
in one area may not be relevant to another -g 
area with a different set of circumstances. 
Wilson provides an exceUent assessment of the existing stan-
dards and the legislation available in Canada for the provision of out-
60 door recreation space. 
An attempt has been made to review in the preceding paragraphs 
the various techniques available for establishing the demand for recre-
ation. As indicated, several measurement tools are available, each cir-
cumscribed by varying limitations. It is easy to apprehend the diffi-
culty in selecting and applying a demand measurement. Local planners in 
particular must often cope with a generaUy quite different set of cir-
cumstances than those of larger planning authorities in that they must 
fit their individual subset of land resources, people, and locational 
characteristics to one of the above methods. 
ii) The General Increase in Demand 
It is a w e U known fact that the demand for outdoor recre-
ation has increased substantiaUy during the last fifty years. While 
the population of the United States and Canada has increased at 
approximately two per cent per annum, the use (which is a surrogate of 
demand) of recreation has increased at over ten per cent per annum. 
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Thi3 indicates that the uso on a per capita basis has lncroaood much 
moro quickly than tho population. 
Some of the increase in demand can be attributed to an increase 
in recreation facilities, but it is generaUy conceded that there are 
many other factors which have perpetrated an increase in demand. 
iii) Factors Affecting Outdoor Recreation Demand 
Two major considerations in assessing demand for a specific 
recreation area, and for outdoor recreation generaUy, are the size and 
and characteristics of the population. As noted, part of the increase in 
demand can be explained by the population increase. Because of high 
migration to some places and high birth rates in others, some regions 
are higher than two per cent. British Columbia has grown at twice the 
national rate, yet areas such as Northern Ontario have shown a substan-
tial decrease in recent years. GeneraUy speaking, however, the North 
American continent has evidenced steady increases, with a corresponding 
effect upon demand for recreation. 
Distribution of the population also affects demand in a 
regional sense. A glance at population maps for Canada and the United 
States between 1900 and the present would quickly reveal a sharp decline 
in rural population and corresponding rapid increase in urban population. 
Both countries are approaching an 80$ urban population figure, whereas 
in 1900 the reverse was true. In addition to the need for preserving 
natural beauty in large tracts such as Algonquin Park and Yosemite Park, 
63 there is an increasing need to emphasize user-oriented facUities and 
intermediate areas to provide recreation reUef in high density urban 
quarters. ^ 
Age is also a segment of the population structure that 
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affects the overaU demand. The hypothesis that demand for facilities 
declines as age increases is generaUy valid, but there are differences 
among activities. As indicated in Fig. 27, participation in activities 
such as swimming, boating and canoeing declines steadily as age increases 
and experiences a sharp decrease after age 44. Other less physically 
demanding activities such as driving for pleasure decline, but not so 
rapidly as participation in more physicaUy strenuous exertions. 
The younger sections of the population demand outdoor recre-
ation areas where physicaUy demanding activities can be pursued; the 
older elements of the population require more passive and sedentary 
types of recreation. To plan for both elements of the population, their 
size and location must be understood so that facilities can be located 
optimaUy for service to both groups. This concept is of significance 
for Canadian planners, since Canada is rapidly becoming a nation of 
young people. It is expected that the median age wi 11 be 27 by the 
mid-1970's. 
The very process of urbanization has been of some consequence 
in increasing demand for outdoor recreation. The importance of a 
growing urban culture has been examined by social scientists at some 
length. The consensus appears to be that urban life places a high degree 
of emotional strain and tension on individuals, attributed largely to 
inevitable close contact with others, and rapid pace of living. In 
addition, the process of industrialization which is significantly 
related to urbanization, has provided jobs which are physicaUy less 
demanding and in many cases totaUy sedentary. These factors, in 
association with high density living and perpetual traffic congestion, 
are sufficient cause to increase desire and demand for recreation. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE AND PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIcS 
S3 
90 r 
80 
Swimming 
Fig . 27 
Source: ORRRC 2 0 . 
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The many irritating aspects of a closely crowded urban 
existence, exact a high toll in nervous tension; the physical and emo-
tional release sustained in active outdoor recreation is increasingly 
important: 
Recreation has always afforded an outlet for 
self-expression, for release and for attain-
ment of satisfaction in life....the marked 
and rapid changes that have taken place in 
our social, industrial, economic, and poli-
tical life have magnified the importance of 
recreation and have greatly affected the 
recreation life of the people. -> 
Recreation planners do not have sufficient information con-
cerning what type of faciUties are needed. Many outdoor recreation 
activities are not governed by market mechanisms and the planning 
officials are unaware of public preferences. 
The increase in leisure time over the past several years has 
been a factor of considerable magnitude in increasing demand for outdoor 
recreation. Clawson and Khetsch submit that leisure time has increased 
from 27$ of total time in 1900 to 34$ in 1950, with an expected increase 
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to 38$ by the year 2000. The ORRRC reports present a comparable esti-
mate. In I960, the average work week in the United States was 38.5 
hours, and by the year 2000, this should decline to 30.7. Leisure time 
^ 68 
will increase accordingly to 32$. To emphasize the consequence of 
increased leisure, co-efficients of determination were computed by the 
ORRRC which showed the composite effect of one variable on others in 
affecting participation in outdoor recreation. Two variables were dis-
covered to be paramount: income and leisure, with co-efficients of 
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determination of 0.922 and 0.717 for the time period 1960-76. 
Income is a factor which must be stressed in considering 
demand. The 1960's have often been referred to as the "decade of the 
85 
70 the discretionary dollar." Americans and Canadians have had increased 
amounts of "discretionary dollars" to spend. 
As national revenue in the United States has risen, so have 
expenditures on a U forms of recreation. It has been estimated that 
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expenditures for recreation have increased from $1 biUion dollars in 
the pre- World War I period to over $10 biUion dollars during the 1950's. 
Clawson and Khetsch postulate that expenditure on recreation represents 
approximately 3$ - 5$ of disposable income, but the definition of 
recreation expenditure is rather limited. In the Canadian situation, 
Brooks estimates that Canadians spend approximately 14$ of the family 
budget (rather than 3$) on recreation. '-* His definition for recreation 
expenditure is broader, and probably more reaUstic, including as it 
does a proportion of money spent on automobUes, clothing, transportation, 
and other factors. It is interesting to note that regardless of income, 
approximately the same percentage of income is spent by a U groups on 
recreation. 
If a U present economic prospects of increased productivity 
and gross national product become reaUty, the demand for large tracts of 
recreation space will be correspondingly high. Per capita real income is 
expected to rise 14$ by the year 2000, with median family incomes more 
than doubling from $5,100 to $U,000. Average per capita incomes are 
expected to increase 35$ - 55% by 1980, and 70$ - 120$ by the year 2000 
with these increments anticipated despite a decrease in the average work 
week. 
Eange of income has a different effect upon rates of parti-
cipation in various types of activities. Obviously, income is an impor-
tant determinant for those activities which require large expenditures 
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of money, such as boating, travelling, and playing certain outdoor 
games. Participation in these activities, only a few of the many 
possible, is positively related to income. (See Fig. 28.) Not so 
strongly related to income are activities such as camping, picnicing, 
attending spectator sports events, or driving for pleasure. As income 
increases from the lower levels, participation increases rapidly, but as 
income is further augmented, participation in these activities actuaUy 
declines. (See Fig. 29.) Furthermore, pastimes such as walking for 
pleasure, fishing, and hunting bear little relationship to income. 
(See Fig. 30.) 
Of more particular relevance to this study is the effect of 
income and the possession of outdoor recreation equipment. The relation-
ship between ownership of automobile, fishing equipment and rifles does 
not appear significantly high, suggesting that factors other than 
income determine ownership (see Fig. 31). The chart indicates high sen-
sitivity to changes in income with respect to the ownership of swimming 
pools, vacation cottages, and golf equipment. The ownership of golf 
clubs indicates a high degree of sensitivity in the middle income range, 
then a subsequent decline in the rate of ownership as income advances 
beyond the middle range. 
Despite the above noted variations in participation, the 
supposition generaUy holds true that participation and demand for out-
door recreation increases with income up to $10,000 a year, then begins 
to drop. The highest rate of increase has been in the lower income 
groups, them the trend stabilizes itself in the middle income range. 
Closely related to increased income and leisure time is the 
factor of greatly extended mobiUty of Canadians and Americans. It is 
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estimated that Canada will have eight miUion automobiles by 1980, or 
15 
about two and one-half times the number in 1957. This newly exagger-
ated level of mobility for Canadians wiU undoubtedly be an important 
factor in stimulating demand for recreational space. 
The construction of new roads in Canada is progressing at the 
76 
highest per capita rate of almost any country in the world. The 
federal government is participating in sponsoring the development of 
roads to formerly remote and inaccessible areas, providing a further 
stimulus for recreation demand. 
The presence in Canada of over two million American-owned 
77 
automobiles each year adds to the demand for recreational space. Many 
of these automobile owners have vacation property in Canada; they use 
the provincial and national parks; they sightsee in the major cities and 
drive on already-crowded highways, adding to the mounting pressure on 
18 Canadian recreational resources. 
Certain other variables, not so readUy quantified, also 
contribute to the demand for outdoor recreational space. The social 
aspect of outdoor recreation should especiaUy be considered. With the 
trends to increased leisure time, mobility, and income, the "life style" 
of Canadians has become more informal, and a more casual manner of 
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association with friends is more common. Social prestige is another 
human factor to be considered in estimating demand, as there is some 
evidence that a hierarchy of "acceptable" recreational activities 
exists: 
...in general, playing a particular sport is 
a means of achieving a certain status, and the 
sports themselves are evaluated in some hier-
archy of prestige. 
Based on broad parameters such as income and leisure, it may 
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be submitted that participation in recreation will increase, but that 
individual preferences may change substantiaUy. It is almost an 
impossible task to project cultural preference changes, but if history 
repeats itself these wiU certainly occur. They wUl be induced by 
technological innovations and changing life styles, but to what extent 
is undetermined. 
C The Demand for Golf 
i) General Demand 
Between 1955 and 1967, the number of golfers in the United 
States almost tripled, according to the National Golf Foundation. 
(See Fig. 32.) The most dramatic increase occurred in 1961, when there 
FIGURE 32 
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF GOLFERS, UNITED STATES, 1955-1967 
Year Number of Golfers Percentage Increase 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
3,500,000 
3,680,000 
3,812,000 
3,970,000 
4,125,000 
4,400,000 
5,000,000 
5,500,000 
6,250,000 
7,000,000 
7,750,000 
8,525,000 
9,100,000 
mm c 
5.1 
3.6 
4.1 
3.9 
6.7 
13.6 
10.0 
12.0 
12.0 
10.7 
10.0 
6.7 
Source: NGF Statistical Sheets, 
was a 13% increase in golfers. An increasing gap is noted if this data 
is compared to the number of golf courses, which are increasing at a 
rate of 3.8% per year for a U types, and 1.6% per year for semi-private 
Per Cent of a U 
Courses 
44.6 % 
42.5 
12.9 
Per Cent of Total 
Use 
15-4 % 
39.6 
45.0 
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clubs. Most heavily used facilities ("Fig. 33) are municipal courses, 
and least used are the private clubs. 
FIGURE 33 
PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF USE 
AT PUIVATK, SEMI-PRIVATl!; AND MUNICIPAL GOLF C0Ui£K,'J, 1%'/ 
Type 
Private 
Semi-private 
Municipal 
Source: NGF Statistical Sheets. 
The popularity of the sport is not at a U weU documented in 
Canada, but the number of golfers increased between 1966 and 1968 from 
81 
600,000 to 700,000. The most critical need for golf courses is in 
suburban areas, surrounding large cities such as Montreal, Vancouver, and 
Toronto, "...it is precisely in these suburban areas, with their rapidly 
growing, increasingly youthful population, that such facUities are most 
needed."82 
Not only has the demand for traditional courses increased, but 
also for the concept of golf-oriented subdivisions and resort towns. By 
1970 there w i U be over 1,000,000 people living in communities directly 
83 
associated with (and usuaUy built up around) a golf course. In fact, 
of a U regulation length golf courses opened in 1965, 11% were an integ-ri. 
84 
ral part of real estate developments. This type of development is now 
emerging in Ontario. One of the biggest is found in Southampton on the 
Lake Huron shoreline. MetropoUtan Structures of Canada Ltd. is develo-
/ 
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ping a recreation and residential complex designed to accommodate 
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50,000 people near the Expo site in Montreal. There is some indi-
cation that a housing suburb integrated with a golf course may soon be 
constructed near Kitchener. 
The demand for courses is increasing sufficiently rapidly to 
ensure the probable success of new municipal, semi-private, and residen-
tial-golf courses. 
There are several factors which have contributed to the 
rising popularity of golf besides increased disposable income, leisure 
time, and mobUity. There is considerable media coverage of golf news 
and events. During the summer months the Professional Golf Tours are 
covered at length by television and this wide exposure has undoubtedly 
contributed to rising interest in the sport. The game which was once 
conceived of as a "rich man's sport" has become, with the addition of 
more semi-private and municipal clubs, within the financial reach of most 
people. 
ii) Present Demand for Golf FaciUties in Waterloo and Wellington 
Income, as suggested, is a key variable in assessing the de-
mand characteristics for recreation. It is particularly relevant in 
attempting to establish demand for facUities that charge admission for 
their use, and a U the golf courses studied faU into this category as 
they require either a game-by-game fee or the price of membership. 
In a recent study completed by French, the relationship of 
income to the number of golfers was iUustrated in Southwestern Ontario. 
By sampling census tracts in metropolitan regions which demonstrated 
homogeneity with regard to income, he was able to estabUsh the number 
of golfers per person within each income group. By then converting the 
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data into logarithms he has been able to establish a regression equation 
of y = 8.9416 - 2.18x with a regression co-efficient of -0.69 (see 
Fig. 34). When converted into actual figures, the relationship provides 
the results noted in Fig. 35. 
This same relationship is used to establish the number of 
golfers in the study area of Waterloo and WeUington counties. By 
referring to the Canada census of 1961, the percentage of male wage 
earners in each income category was determined in these counties. By 
applying the "people per golfer" relationship for each income group, the 
total number of golfers in the counties was reached. (See Fig. 36.) 
FIGURE 35 
PEOPLE PER GOLFER IN EACH INCOME GATEGORY 
Income Groups People per Golfer 
Under $3,000 28.8 
$3,000 - $3,999 16.1 
$4,000 - $4,999 10.8 
$5,000 - $5,999 6.6 
$6,000 + 4.2 
Source: Adapted from French 
The results show the relationship of urban and rural non-farm 
males. 
In establishing the need for golf courses required in South-
western Ontario, it was considered useful to determine an optimum number 
of courses. French estabUshed an index of .02 hole per golfer in that 
region. This was derived by averaging the total number of members at 
each private club that was operating at capacity, then dividing • that 
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number into eighteen (holes). The assumption is that these courses do 
not have problems of congestion that the semi-private courses indicate. 
FIGURE 36 
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF GOLFERS IN WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 
USING INCOME REGRESSION MODEL 
County Income Per Cent of Population People Expected 
Category Population in in each per number of 
each group group golfer golfers 
Waterloo -$3,000 27.0 
$3,000-$3,999 27.2 
$4,000-$5,999 35.5 
$6,0004- 10.3 
WeUington -$3,000 32.9 
$3,000-$3,999 29.1 
$4,000-$5,999 28.0 
$6,0004- 10.0 
44,612 
44,943 
58,657 
17,010 
22,209 
19,644 
18,901 
6,750 
28.8 
16.1 
9.2 
4.2 
Total: 
28.8 
16.1 
9.2 
4.2 
Total: 
1,549 
2,793 
6,376 
4,030 
14,767 
771 
1,220 
2,055 
1,607 
5,653 
Source: Adapted from French. 
Two groups were combined to accommodate census data. 
The same general characteristics are found in Waterloo and 
WeUington counties, and the index is retained. Fig. 37 represents the 
demand for golf facUities expressed in the number of holes per unit 
area. The demand for golf faciUties, derived from the income regres-
sion model and the optimum index is twenty-three regulation golf courses, 
or 414 holes. 
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FIGURE 37 
NUMBER OF HOLES REQUIRED FOR WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 
USING OPTIMUM INDEX 
County 
Waterloo 
WeUington 
Total 
Number of golfers 
14,767 
5,653 
20,420 
Index 
.02 
.02 
Rounded to nearest 
Number 
nine: 
of holes 
295 
U3 
408 
414 
Another method for assessing demand has been developed by the 
RCGA. The technique is a standard based on population requirements and 
agrees with other organizations interested in the provision of golf 
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courses. BasicaUy, the model suggests there be 25,000 people for 
each eighteen hole semi-private golf club, and 60,000 people for each 
private club. These are standards set from the viewpoint of management, 
rather than golfers. These are the population requirements necessary 
for the course to realize a suitable profit. The model can be considered 
to suggest the minimum number of courses required. 
Using these standards, the foUowing results evolve for the 
study area: 
FIGURE 3 8 
HOLES REQUIRED ACCORDING TO RCGA STANDARD, 1 9 6 1 
County 
Waterloo 
WeUington 
Total 
Nearest nine 
Population 
176,754 
84,702 
261,456 
holes: 
PubUc holes 
127.3 
61.0 
188.3 
189 
Private holes 
53.1 
25.4 
78.5 
81 
Total 
180.4 
86.4 
266.8 
270 
99 
This represents a total of fifteen golf courses in the study 
area, comprised of 10.5 public courses and 4-5 private courses. In the 
summer of 1968, the study area had a total of 270 golf holes, public and 
private facilities inclusive. 
FIGURE 39 
DISTRIBUTION OF GOLF HOLES BY TYPE, WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON, 1968 
County 
Waterloo 
WeUington 
To ta l : 
Pr ivate 
36 
27 
63 
Semi-private and 
Municipal 
135 
72 
207 
Total 
171 
99 
270 
According to the results of the income regression analysis 
(which ideaUzes the faciUties from the golfer's standpoint) a total of 
414 holes are required. The minimum RCGA standards indicate a require-
ment of 270 holes. The regression analysis and supply index suggests a 
deficiency of 144 holes, designating a need of at least eight new 
eighteen-hole courses in the study region. Employing the minimum popu-
lation requirements model, there appears to be no need for any additional 
golf courses in the region (again, based on 1961 census data). The 
supply is satisfactorily meeting the demand for facUities. 
The foUowing results are obtained from the 1966 Canada census 
data (a partial census only). The total population of the two counties 
is 310,905 and by using the minimum population requirements standards, 
there is a need for 317 new holes. This indicates an increase of 47 new 
holes, or three new eighteen-hole courses could be economicaUy viable. 
The analysis of demand by income and by minimum population 
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requirements indicates than an increased number of facUities are 
required. According to the owner-operators and the golfers themselves, 
however, the situation is not critical. (See Fig. 40.) (in the 
questionnaire issued to the participants, they were asked to state 
whether they thought facilities were adequate in the Waterloo-WeUington 
region.) 
FIGURE 40 
ADEQUACY OF COURSES AS PERCEIVED BY GOLFERS, 
WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 1968 
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Number of responses Percentage 
Adequate 163 63.5 % 
Not adequate 94 36.5 
Total: 257 lOOTo 
Those golfers who suggested that the facilities are not 
adequate were asked to indicate the types of courses they would like: 
FIGURE 41 
TYPES OF COURSES AND GOLF FACILITIES DESIRED BY USERS, 1968 
Type 
18-hole semi-private, 
including municipal 
18-hole private 
country clubs 
Par 3 (or 
executive courses) 
Driving ranges, etc. 
Total: 
Number of responses 
160 
21 
19 
8 
208 
Percentage of t o t a l 
77.0-
10.0 
9.2 
3.8 
100.0 
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The semi-private facilities within the area should be re-
assessed. Although the majority of golfers contend that these facili-
ties are adequate, a sufficiently high proportion indicate enough dis-
content to warrant examination. In the author's opinion, the semi-
private courses (with the exception of the two municipal courses) are 
not of sufficiently high calibre, and the real need is for the develop-
ment of higher quality, properly located semi-private faciUties. 
There does not appear to be a great need for par 3 or short 
courses in this area. Merry HiU fulfiUs this function capably at the 
present time. This type of faciUty is generaUy used by beginning 
golfers, older people, and players who do not possess weU-developed 
skiUs. Merry HiU is one of the most intensively used courses, which 
partiaUy reflects the demand of the above-mentioned golfers, and an 
excellent location as weU as good management. 
According to the managers, the present supply of courses 
adequately meets the demand. Only seven of the clubs report that they 
operate at capacity on the weekend, and none indicate capacity atten-
dance during the week. 
iii) Demand for Golf Facilities (1981) in Waterloo-WeUington 
Although the present demand in Waterloo-WeUington has been 
close to satisfied, the general demand for recreation space in southern 
Ontario is increasing sufficiently to indicate that prospects for 
future golf courses are favourable. 
Future demand for golf courses is estabUshed by using both 
the regression analysis technique and the minimum population require-
ments employed for estabUshing present demand. 
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FIGURE 42 
PROJECTION OF DEMAND FOR GOLF FACILITIES, WATEi&OO-WELLINGTON, 1981, 
USING INCOME REGRESSION MODEL 
County Projected Per cent in Actual number Number Number 
population each income in each group golfers holes 
group 
Waterloo 326,500 
Total: 
WeUington 124,000 
Total: 
Total for study area: 
Rounded to nearest nine holes: 
In using the income regression model, it must be assumed that 
the percentage of the population faUing within each income group 
remains constant because of unreliable estimates for income shifts. 
Secondly, the population projections for the two counties include urban, 
rural farm, and rural non-farm populations. Since the rural farm popu-
lation is decreasing, and the income of the population is increasing, it 
1 
is not expected that the demand for golf courses using the regression 
technique will be significantly distorted. 
Population projections for this area are derived from the 
Economic Survey of the Midwestern Ontario Development Region, published 
89 by the Department of Economics and Development. The projections are 
employed by the Department for various reasons, and are fairly reUable. 
27.0 
27.2 
35.5 
10.3 
32.9 
29.1 
28.0 
10.0 
s: 
88,155 
88,808 
115,908 
33,629 
40,829 
36, U 3 
34,748 
12,410 
3,061 number 
5,516 golfers 
12,599 x .02 
8,007 
29,183 
1,418 
2,243 
3,777 
2,955 
10,393 
583.7 
207.9 
791.6 
792 
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FIGURE 43 
PRODUCTION OF DKMAND FOR GOLF FACILITIK.'J, WATER! ,00-WKLLINGTON, 1781, 
USING POPULATION REQUIREMENTS MODEL 
County Projected 
population 
Waterloo 326,500 
WeUington 124,000 
To ta l : 450,500 
Nearest 
nine ho les : 
Number of semi-
pr iva te holes 
235.8 
90.0 
325.8 
324 
Number of 
pr iva te holes 
97.9 
37.8 
135.7 
135 
Total 
333-7 
127.8 
461.5 
459 
Using the minimum population requirements model, a total 
demand of 459 golf holes, or 25.5 eighteen-hole courses are required. 
This represents an increase of 189 new holes, or 10.5 new golf courses 
if the area is to meet only minimum requirements. 
D Conclusions 
Golf is a popular activity emphasizing skiU, competition, 
and socialbUity. It is subject to a U the factors which have affected 
demand for other outdoor recreation activities, most important of which 
appear to be urbanization of the population, rising income, and increase 
of leisure time and mobiUty. 
Although the present number of golf facilities almost meets 
the demand, the necessity for new courses in the future is evident. By 
applying an income regression model in conjunction with an optimum 
index it was established that by 1981, a total of 29 new eighteen-hole 
golf courses wiU be necessary. FoUowing the analysis of a minimum 
population standards model, a more conservative estimate of 10.5 new 
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courses wiU be needed. The greatest demand wiU be for pay-as-you-play 
oomi-privato and municipal oourooo. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SECTION I: INTERACTION 
A Introduction 
A wide range of variables influence the interaction between 
a recreation site and the potential user. In their review of demand, 
Clawson and Knetsch suggest the following variables: 
(a) the innate attractiveness of the site, as 
judged by the average user. 
(b) the intensity and character of its manage-
ment as a recreation area. 
(c) the availability of alternative recreation 
sites, and the degree to which they are 
substitutes for the recreation area under 
study. 
(d) the capacity of the recreation area to 
accommodate recreationists. 
(e) the climatic and weather characteristics of 
the area. 
(f) the time required to travel from home to 
the area. 
(g) the comfort or discomfort of the travel. 
(h) the monetary costs involved in a recreation 
visit. 
(i) the extent to which demand has been stimu-
lated by advertising. 
These variables are most relevant to resource-oriented and 
intermediate outdoor recreation areas, but they have some relevance for 
user-oriented recreation areas as weU. With these variables in mind, 
this chapter attempts to assess the interaction and use of golf courses 
in Waterloo and WeUington counties. 
B The Effect of Distance and Site Potential 
i) The Inverse Distance-Participation Relationship 
One important aspect developed in the Uterature of recre-
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ation Geography and of resource management is the measurement of inter-
action botween the faciUties and the population. It is generaUy ceded 
that there is an inverse relationship between participation rates and 
distance. 
In order to examine the extent of this relationship the 
golfers were asked to state the distance between the course they played 
most frequently and their home. In addition, they were queried as to 
the distance they would be "wiUing" to travel to play golf. 
The participation per season of each golfer was then aggre-
gated into distance bands in the foUowing manner: 
FIGURE 44 
TOTAL PARTICIPATION BY DISTANCE BANDS 
FOR GOLFERS IN WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON COUNTIES, 1968 
Total Pa r t i c ipa t ion Distance Bands 
(Rounds of golf ) (Miles) 
2,332 0 - 2 . 9 9 
2,383 3 - 5 . 9 9 
1,716 6 - 8 . 9 9 
862 9 -U.99 
442 12 -14.99 
524 15 -17.99 
312 18 -20.99 
* 91 21 -23.99 
147 24 -26.99 
50 27 -29.99 
100 30 -50.0 
Source: Golfer ques t ionnai re , 1968. 
After p l o t t i n g t h i s data on simple ar i thmetic graph paper, i t 
was apparent t h a t the r e l a t i onsh ip was not a simple l i n e a r one as a n t i c i -
pated, but r a the r a logarithmic r e l a t ionsh ip in the form of a negative 
2 
exponential curve. By converting the dependent va r i ab le , par t i c ipa t ion , 
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into logarithms and plotting the ensuing vi< iuos on three cycle log paper 
(Fig. 45) the 1'near relationship is clearl delineated. By using a 
simple regressi- *i analysis, the association -tween the two variables 
distance (x), and the aggregated golfer part ipation (y) i s shown to 
be a strong one where 
r = - .91 
and the general luation form is 
log y = log a - x log b 
log y = 3.4014 --.0464x 
I t i s obvious that the inverse re] onship found in recre-
ation systems between participation and dist ;e is a hypothesis which 
may be verified in the golfing system (see F . 4 5 ) . 
By referring t o the cumulative per oont of golfer participation 
and the distance actuaUy traveUed, the inverse relationship evolves 
again. Almost a U the golfer participation (9°.9%) would t ravel a 
distance of 1.5 miles. At a distance of 13.5 miles the participation 
declines to 18.5$ (see Fig. 47). 
A similar pattern appears when the distance golfers are 
"wiUing to t ravel" is considered. WiUingness to particpate does 
decline as distance increases, but i t does so at a more gradual rate 
than the "actual distance traveUed" figures ina 1' a te . I t may be 
observed that 65.0$ of the golfer participation -*ould travel a 
distance of 13.5 miles. 
i i ) Site Potential Surface 
Having established the characteristics of the relationship, 
i t i s possible to develop the concept further into a theoretical s i t e 
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C U M U L A T I V E PERCtNTAGE C O M P A R I S O N 
OF D I S T A N C E A C T U A L L Y 
T R A V E L L E D A N D D I S T A N C E 
W I L L I N G TO TR AVE L 
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FIGURE 4 7 
CUMULATIVE PER CENT OF GOLFER PARTICIPATION 
AS RELATED TO DISTANCE TltAVKTJJ'Il) 
Distance 
(Miles) 
1.5 
4.5 
7.5 
, 10.5 
13.5 
16.5 
19.5 
22.5 
25.5 
28.5 
40.0 
CUMULATIVE PER 
Cumulative Per Cent 
(Golfer Participation) 
99.9 % 
73.9 
47.3 
28.2 
18.5 
13.6 
7-8 
4.3 
3.3 
1.7 
1.1 
CENT OF GOLFER PARTICIPATION 
AS RELATED TO DISTANCE WILLING TO TRAVEL 
3.0 
8.0 
13.5 
18.5 
23.5 
28.5 
33.5 
38.5 
43.5 
99.0 
89.0 
65.0 
43.0 
33.0 
21.0 
14.0 
12.0 
9.0 
Source: Golfer questionnaire, 1968. 
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potential. This is defined as the percentage of the participation which 
may be expected to travel to a particular site. In order to calcul&to 
the potential for a given site the, following mothod is usod: 
/ \ 4 
(a) The study area is assumed to be an isotropic plain: 
that is, all sites share exactly equal accessibility and physical 
attributes. The only variable which fluctuates is distance. 
(b) The study area is divided into a grid system of three-
square mile units and the centre of the urban places (population over 
3,000) is plotted. 
(c) The number of golfers for each urban centre of over 
3,000 people is then computed. (See figure. 48.) 
(d) The percentage of the partidpation which traveUed 
specified actual distances is determined by referring to the cumulative 
percent participation/ distance curve. 
(e) By measuring the distance to any point on the grid 
system from all the urban centres, the percentage of the golfer 
participation which would possibly travel to the site is determined. 
(f) The same procedure is conducted using the 'daltau that the 
golfers suggest they are willing to travel and then the two values for 
the site are averaged, giving a combined measure of the actual distance 
traveUed" and what they are "wiUing to travel." 
The foUowing map and the computations (in Appendix D) Ulus-
trate the potential for each site within a selected segment of the study 
area. Every site was calculated in order to Ulustrate the decline in 
potential in the area under consideration in a "potential surface form." 
i i a 
FIGUItE 48 
NUMBER OF GOLFERS FOR URBAN CENTRES OF OVER 3 , 0 0 0 POPULATION, 
WATERLOO AND WELLINGTON, 1 9 6 1 
# 
County Urban Centre Number of Golfers 
Waterloo 
WeUington 
Kitchener 
Gait 
Preston 
Elmira 
Hespeler 
Guelph 
Fergus 
Complex 
14,767 
8,715.5 
2,486.8 
1,033.7 
295.3 
398.7 
5,653 
3,335.8 
320.5 
The number of golfers is calculated by using the percentage of 
county, rural non-farm, and urban population found in each urban 
centre. This represents over 81.2$ of the region's golfers. 
As anticipated, the site potential increases rapidly towards 
urban places, with the Kitchener-Waterloo-Bridgeport region registering 
the highest value of 76.0. As distance increases from this area, the 
potential declines. An interesting and rather unexpected discovery was 
the fact that there was no isolated peak near Guelph, which can be 
attributed to the fact that there is such extensive influence from the 
Kitchener complex, and to a more limited extent, from the draw of Gait, 
Hespeler, and Preston. 
FIGURE 49 
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AN EXAMPLE OF SITE POTENTIAL COMPUTATION 
Urban Centre Number of 
golfers 
ACTUAL 
Kitchener 
Complex 
Guelph 
Preston 
Elmira 
Fergus 
Hespeler 
Gait 
1,295: 
16,586 
DISTANCE 
8,716 
3,336 
1,034 
295 
321 
399 
2,487 
K100 . 7.8$ 
Actual Distance 
(percentage) 
8 $ 
2 
14 
1 
1 
8 
14 
WILLING TO TRAVEL DISTANCE 
Kitchener 
Complex 
Guelph 
Preston 
Elmira 
Fergus 
Hespeler 
Gait 
6,213.5 
16,586 
8,716 
3,336 
1,304 
295 
321 
399 
2,487 
43 $ 
21 
43 
14 
12 
43 
43 
)
 x 100 _ 37.5$ 
S i t e po t en t i a l i s ca lcu la ted by combining the 
"wiUing t o t r a v e l " d i s t ances : 7.8 + 37 5 
S i t e Po ten t i a l for s i t e 1,1 under 
Value 
697.3 
66.7 
144.8 
3.0 
3.2 
31.9 
348.2 
1,295.1 
3,747.9 
700.6 
444.6 
41.3 
38.5 
171.6 
1,069.4 
6,213.9 
"actual" with the 
= 22.6$ 
i so t rop ic condi t ions: 22.6$ 
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GOLF COURSE SITE 
POTENTIAL SURFACE 
map 4 
Market 
Potential Lines o Cities * scale in miles 
Interval = 52 ©GolfCourses i i ? ? ' f 
C Analysis of Current Facility Use 
i) Present Use 
The private clubs do not keep accurate records of the number 
of daily rounds played and it would be false to assume that the number 
of rounds played by the average golfer (as derived from the question-
naire), multiplied by the club membership would give an accurate esti-
mate. Several club managers state that many members play rarely, but 
maintain a full membership for social and business reasons. The manager 
of the Cutten club estimates that as many as 50$ of the members are 
inactive. 
The total number of rounds of golf can be easUy estimated, 
however, at the semi-private and municipal courses which offer pay-as-
you-play faciUties. These courses keep accurate records by noting the 
receipts from the greens fees. 
FIGURE 50 
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PAY-AS-YOU-PLAY ROUNDS OF GOLF 
AT SEMI-PRIVATE AND MUNICIPAL CLUBS, 1967 
Course Number of 
Rounds 
Brookfield U,000 
Eldale 3,000 
Fairview 9,000 
Fergus 2,500 
Foxwood 7,000 
Grand River 5,000 
Gala Glades 6,700 
HiUtop 5,000 
Merry H iU 22,640 
Puslinch U ,250 
Ranchlands 12,500 
Victoria _. 
Doon VaUey 12,500 
Rockway 12,500 
Operating at 
Week 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
-
no 
no 
days 
Capacity 
Weekends 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
-
yes 
yes 
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The data in Fig. 50 presents the t o t a l number of rounds of 
pay-tts-you-plfty golf for the oom'Hoa (&s f>wMifiA.I.&<l |.y |,|,M mtihw>uw\\,). 
None of the couraoo arc ojyjratJri// a t c<»,p<u; 1 f,y thwUit ><>ii Wftnl-, Ar,/l m,\j 
seven indica te t ha t they are operating fuUy on weekends. The vurjaricfe 
i n the t o t a l number of rounds played over the twenty-seven week season 
i s considerable . The highest number of rounds i s reported by the Merry 
H i U course (22,640 rounds)j the lowest (2,500 rounds) i s reported by 
the Fergus c lub. 
i i ) I n t e rp re t a t i on of Use 
As s t a t ed i n the in t roductory comments t o t h i s chapter, 
numerous fac tors influence the amount of use of an individual r e c r e -
a t i on s i t e , and t h i s i s d e f i n i t e l y t r u e of golf courses. As a s t a r t i n g 
point for a n a l y s i s , the data t o be used was p lo t ted on a scattergram, 
« 
with site potential as the x axis, and the number of pay-as-you-play 
rounds on the y axis. A simple linear regression analysis shows that 
the data correlates at .74 (y = -1,404 + 175-9 x). 
FIGURE 51 
CORRELATION OF SITE POTENTIAL AND ACTUAL COURSE USE, 
PAY-AS-YOU-PLAY COURSES, 1968 
Course 
Doon VaUey 
Rockway 
Ranchlands 
Puslinch 
Brookfield 
Fairview 
Foxwood 
Gala Glades 
Grand River 
Eldale 
Fergus 
Actual Use 
12,500 
12,500 
12,500 
11,215 
11,000 
9,000 
7,000 
6,700 
5,000 
3,000 
2,500 
(rounds) 
Site Potential 
66.2 
73.0 
69.0 
54.0 
69.0 
52.0 
47.0 
54.0 
73.0 
32.0 
26.5 
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According to the scattergram, there are two groups of courses 
with highly different attendance rates and (as wiU be later described) 
different location and management characteristics. The groups of 
courses with the highest rate of use (Doon VaUey, Rockway, Ranchlands, 
Puslinch, Brookfield, Merry HiU) indicate certain basic similarities. 
In a locational sense they a U are above the potential site figure of 
59$, with Rockway, Ranchlands, and Brookfield the highest, at 76$ and 
68$. 
In addition to the high site potential of these courses, they 
a U reflect enlightened management. The municipal courses especiaUy 
benefit from competent management, which shows in the carefuUy tended 
fairways and greens, weU-maintained club facUities, and the helpful 
and knowledgeable staff. Merry HiU, the busiest course in the region, 
(not included in regression because of par 3 status) is also represen-
tative of a weU-managed club. In addition to being weU designed, the 
course is composed of watered, tended fairways and near-perfect greens. 
The golf professional and staff are most accommodating in their willing-
ness to assist beginning golfers. (A large factor in the attendance 
rate at this course is its par 3 status, which gives a better oppor-
tunity to beginning golfers and aUows more people to play during a 
given period of time.) This club encourages tournaments, and operates 
at special low rates during the week and before U A.M. 
A U of these high attendance courses have good, immediate 
accessibUity. The Doon VaUey club is visible from the Macdonald-
Cartier Freeway, and is within a few minutes' drive of the Doon inter-
change. Rockway municipal course is surrounded by residential develop-
ment and is on the major access route from Kitchener to the Freeway. 
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Merry HiU is situated in Waterloo township, on a paved road off of 
Highway 7, the main connector between Guelph and Kitchener. Ranchlands 
and Brookfield are located at the central junction of roads leading 
from Kitchener, Guelph, Preston, Hespeler, and Gait. Puslinch, the 
only course which does not have immediate paved access, is adjacent 
to the Freeway. 
The courses with the low attendance rates, (Fergus, Eldale, 
and Grand River) share related characteristics. With the exception of 
the Grand River course, a U these clubs are in a low site potential 
area. Although the low potential is not the only reason for explaining 
the low use of these clubs, it certainly is a major consideration. The 
Fergus club, for example, is located near the town of Fergus, with a 
population of only 4,500 people. The town is primarily a farm service 
centre, without a Large number of professional and managerial people 
who tend to play golf more than other occupational groups. 
Participation from the rest of the region is low because of 
the general inaccessibility from other population centres. The course 
is fifteen miles from Guelph and twenty-two from Kitchener, and golfers 
from these centres have so many other "intervening opportunities" that 
it is surprising the club fares as weU as it does. 
The course itself is not attractive, labouring under narrow, 
uninspired flat fairways and very smaU greens. The course is construc-
ted on 27 acres, far below that of the other courses. It is a nine-hole 
course, which places it under further limitations, and its club house 
faciUties provide bare essentials only. 
Eldale and Hilltop represent approximately similar charac-
teristics, with lack of capital investment in the club, poor maintenance 
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marginal management, and poor location in relation to major popu-
lation contros. 
The Grand River course provides a major exception to the 
general relationship between use and site potential. Although the 
site has a very high potential (73.0) only 5,000 paid rounds are 
reported. This is largely explained by a recent history of poor manage-
ment. The buildings were damaged by fire in 1966 and have never been 
properly repaired. Because of the advancing Conestoga Parkway, only 
eight holes are available to play, and the course itself has deterior-
ated badly because of lack of maintenance. These factors considered, 
the low use is understandable. 
In the view of most owners it is necessary to have at least 
7,000 pay-as-you-play rounds per season, and at least 100 members to 
meet operating costs satisfactorily. When related to the scattergram, 
a location with a site potential of approximately 50$ would attract the 
required number of pay-as-you-play rounds. 
B The Golfer and the System 
In an effort to discover the factors which influence the 
decision to play at certain golf courses, the golfers were asked the 
foUowing question: "When selecting a golf course to play, what factors 
do you consider most important?" The response indicates the importance 
of good management practices, especiaUy with respect to course main-
tenance. The golfers emphasized strongly those factors which affect 
the ''quality of the recreational experience." In both urban- and user-
oriented recreation, quaUty is usuaUy associated with good management 
and a high level of capital investment. As Clawson and Knetsch point 
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out, "quality can be built," as weU as found in the natural 
environment. 
The most frequently stressed factor was the condition of 
the greens and fairways. Of a U the golfers interviewed, 72.4 indicate 
that this is a key factor in selecting a course to play. If the course 
is well groomed and properly watered, it provides not only pleasing 
surroundings but also a fair test of the golfer's skUls. A dry, 
poorly tended course increases the probability of damaging equipment 
and scoring poorly as weU as being less pleasing visuaUy. 
The layout of the fairways and greens was stated as a 
criteria in choosing to play one course over another by more than 54$ 
of the golfers. There are two main types of course design: penal, and 
strategic. 
In the penal type of design, traps guard the greens in 
"bottleneck" fashion and the golfer must either hit the shot with great 
accuracy or choose a club to play short in order to avoid the trouble 
which he would find at his normal range. The course is characterized 
by unnatural-looking bunkers, geometrically designed traps, and very 
smaU greens. This type of course presents a severe chaUenge to even 
the best golfers and also penalizes the beginning golfer unduly, almost 
to the point of non-satisfaction. 
In strategic design, trees, creeks, slopes, and other natural 
phenomena provide the hazards. This design employs fewer traps so that 
a golfer can hit with his fuU power and have a greater chance of placing 
7 
his shot strategicaUy to obtain favourable results. This kind of 
design does not penaUze as severely and provides much greater user 
satisfaction. 
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Ten of the courses studied were designed by golf course 
architects. The elements of design aro uppux-ont in Lh'mn (umrn^m l.h«/ 
offer a wide variety of shots for which the golfer must use a U of his 
clubs. At best, they are designed with the safety of the golfer in 
mind, making provision for trees along paraUel fairways, and placing 
tee areas away from greens. Natural hazards are more commonly found, 
although some of the older courses retain some fairways with penal 
design. 
With the exception of the area's busiest courses, the 
quaUty of the recreational experience was not hindered by waiting or 
by overcrowding of the facilities. Doon VaUey and Merry HiU golfers 
were the only ones who indicated severe weekend overcrowding. At 
these two courses, a waiting period of up to forty-five minutes may be 
necessary, which is longer than the average time the golfers are 
"willing" to wait. Their response indicates that waiting time should 
not exceed .approximately Twenty aninntes-
afficiency-the course- management will often group players into Tour-
somes, which may include people unknown to the golfer. The foUowing 
foursome may commence play only when the first group has completed the 
second shot, Ihe TnmrfTnnrn capac±ty £ar a scZT srr-w is 2 ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ 
any gi^en time-. This aUows for two foursomes per hole, one on or 
approaching the green and one teeing off or working its way down the 
fairway. When more than two foursomes are playing the same hole, it is 
inevitable that congestion w i U occur, which lessens the quality of the 
recreation experience. 
\?0 
Overcrowding in tho Toronto aroa (compared to the study 
region) is sovoro: 
Golfers arriving at the Huml><r course at 
6 A.M. cen expect waits of three hours, 
more or loss. Those who have arrived at 
8 a.m. have waited up to si* hours. 
Golfors from metropolitan Toronto can drivo to ono of the courses in 
Waterloo-Wellington and be on the tee in one and one-hald hours, even 
at peak weekend periods. 
In order to solve the problems of waiting to tee off and 
course congestion, and stiU keep the course functioning at the opti-
mum rate of 144 people at a given time, Rockway has initiated a reserved 
starting time. The implementation of this system, with resultant control 
of traffic, has reduced the problem of sufficient space for waiting gol-
fers, in addition to maintaining the quality of the recreational expe-
rience (as weU as high attendance rates.) 
Accessibility as a factor influencing the golfer's decision to 
play a particular course is not as significant, according to the golfer, 
as originaUy thought. The design and maintenance factors outweigh 
accessibility, as only 45.5$ of the golfers mentioned it in response to 
the question. 
The other factors such as the social considerations (22.2$), 
the'dining and Uquor lounges (21.0$), and the pro shop were mentioned 
least frequently. It is the author's opinion that these additional 
faciUties probably play a more significant role than indicated by the 
golfers' responses. 
Golfers and operators exhibited much the same attitude towards 
the provision of golf courses by the mtcaicipaUty- Although Kitchener 
_is -±hs xcly anmicipslrirr ntdet prcriaes golf cours&?- ~L.cZ 
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of the people interviewed approved of municipal involvomont, Many people 
indicated their disapproval of tho municipality's allowing ooino facili-
ties to be jeopardized; for example, the Grand River course has been 
purchased by the city of Kitchener to build the Conestoga Parkway. Many 
Many people indicated the city of Gait should have made a more concerted 
effort to retain St. Andrew's, and the members of Fairview in Guelph 
have reason to be concerned about the future of their course. In fact, 
it is possible that three of the golf courses in Guelph might be sacri-
ficed to an expanding throughway system presently under consideration. 
Golfers are aware of the role that the municipality might play in the 
provision of outdoor recreation areas and open space, and are aware that 
golf courses are a part of that system. 
The golfers in the region are generaUy satisfied with the 
fees charged by the course operators. They were asked what they would 
be wiUing to pay for greens fees, and the average figure was $2.76, 
which fluctuates sUghtly with the frequency of play. Those who play 
1 - 5 times per season were willing to pay an average of only $2.42, and 
those who participated 26 - 30 times indicate that they would pay an 
average of $3.10. These results suggest that as golfers play more, they 
value the game more, or are wiUing to pay more for it. After a certain 
frequency of play is reached (31 - 35), the amount they are willing to 
pay begins to decline ($2.83 average). If golfers play as frequently as 
thirty times per season, it is Ukely that they would join a country 
club and avoid the cost of daUy fees. 
The clubs which charge daUy fees seem to be in accord with 
the current limits suggested by golfers. The average cost during the 
week at the clubs in the area is $1.92, and on the weekend $2.96. Some 
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of the clubs offering more extensive facilities charge more than the 
average, but considering their total use and membership it appears that 
patrons do not hesitate to spend the necessary amount. 
In the opinion of the golfers, the membership fees for both 
private and semi-private facilities in the study site are suitable. Of 
a U those interviewed, 53.7$ were members of either a private or semi-
private club. They demonstrate wiUingness to pay an average of $91.52 
to join a semi-private club, and again this is higher than the average 
rate being charged in the area, which is $72.92. 
Much the same pattern is demonstrated at the private clubs. 
The golfers state that the average fee they would be wiUing to pay in 
Joining a private club is $266.73. The average membership fee at pri-
vate clubs in southern Ontario is $254.60, and in the study area this is 
lowered to an average of $190. 
The costs in the Toronto region for similar facUities are 
noticeably higher. The author has observed (although with only a few 
courses on which to base judgement) that greens fees at courses with 
approximately the same facilities as those offered in the study area 
charge 20$- 25$ more. The price of weekend play in the metropolitan 
Toronto area is often $4.00 or more. This fact, in conjunction with 
conditions of severe course crowding, may explain why a substantial num-
ber of golfers from Toronto play at those courses in the Waterloo-
WeUington region which have easy access from the Macdonald-Cartier 
Freeway. 
Of a U the golfers interviewed, only 27.2$ of them suggest 
that they would increase their rate of play if more facUities were made 
available, and 72.8$ felt that they would not do so, implying general 
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satisfaction with the present facilities. The golfers were also asked 
about the adequacy of the courses, and 63.4$ replied that the courses 
were adequate. 
E Location Factors 
i) As Perceived by Management: 
The owner-operators were asked to determine the key location 
factors in this manner: "What do you consider to be the most important 
three factors in determining the location of a golf course?" The most 
commonly stated factor was the nature of the terrain. "Gently roUing" 
or "slightly undulating" property with an abundance of potential natural 
golf hazards was the preferred type of land. 
The second most mentioned factor was proximity to a large 
population centre. In order to have a sufficient number of golf rounds 
the owners suggest that there should be a nearby population of 20,000 
to 30,000 for a semi-private course and an even larger number for a 
private course. And one owner stated, the characteristics of the popu-
lation are also significant because the young, weU educated professional 
and semi-professional people found in the total population structure are 
the most likely source of potential players. 
AccessibUity was also stressed as a key factor in selecting 
location. Owners feel that a distance of eight to ten miles from the 
city centre is the maximum distance a course could locate and still 
expect a reasonable share of the total golf market. Some expressed the 
opinion that private clubs can not afford to be more than five or six 
miles from the population centre if they are to maximize the use of 
dining and lounge facUities. (A large portion of the revenue at private 
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clubs is derived from this type of facility.) Accessibility to a major 
highway or thoroughfare was considered significant, and the owners 
noted that a w e U designed course should have at least two holes facing 
the highway to act as a stimulus to transients. This is of course more 
important for municipal and semi-private clubs. 
The Doon VaUey municipal course is a good example of an 
attractive location for passing tourists. Approximately one third of 
the course, including the club house and the Grand River, can be seen 
from the Freeway. •Doon is a convenient location for sales meeting and 
conventions for a large part of southern Ontario. The Kitchener region 
is centraUy located in the Toronto-London corridor and is convenient 
for a great deal of convention and tournament use. 
The Puslinch course, although strategicaUy located for 
access by a large percentage of the region's golfers, can not be seen 
from the Freeway although it borders it. Also, the club entrance is 
from a Ughtly traveUed gravel road, and unless the golfer knows 
exactly where the course is, it is difficult to find. 
Adequate water supply is essential in selecting a location, 
although the owners ranked this factor fourth. One inch of water per 
g 
week is essential, whether derived from rainfaU or irrigation system. 
In the study region, this approximates 60,000 gaUons per day, for a nine 
hole course, to supplement rainfaU. The Kitchener area receives appro-
ximately three inches of rainfaU per month, sUghtly more than half the 
required amount to maintain the course. Irrigation systems are a 
necessity at a U the region's courses. Eleven of the courses have total 
irrigation systems providing water for greens and fairways; seven more 
have only partial systems giving coverage to greens and tee areas. Wiihout 
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adequate irrigation on the fairways the soil becomes hard and the grass 
grows diseased and brown. This situation is most undesirable from the 
golfer's standpoint. 
Type of soil is another factor deemed important by the 
managers and owners. The soils, with a few exceptions, have character-
istics favourable to the production of turf. The most suitable are 
sandy loams. Soils with high sand content are less desirable because 
of their low moisture-holding capabiUty and inability to hold turf 
during hard golf play. Soils with high levels of clay are prone to 
compaction, as weU as poor drainage, which detracts from turf growing 
abUity. There is a variety of turf types, but the most commonly used 
in the study region is poa annua. 
As a U of the course must be weU drained, an effective 
natural drainage system is a definite factor in selecting location. The 
turf renews about 60$ of its root system each spring, and if water tables 
are high, shaUow rooting of the plant is inevitable. Maintenance equip-
ment can cause excessive compaction in the low wet places, rendering the 
11 
soU unproductive even after excess water has disappeared. Several of 
the courses in the area do have drainage problems. Those which are 
located on flood plains, such as Ranchlands and Brookfield, are parti-
cularly prone to flooding. As a case in point, during the month of June 
1967, excessive rainfaU and subsequent flooding caused the management 
to forfeit $7,000 in greens fees alone. In July, 1968, a dam broke 
upstream from the aforementioned courses, leaving large parts of them 
12 
out of commission. 
The manager of the Puslinch course placed a high value on 
good drainage. By selecting a site with good drainage, he is able to 
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FIGURE 53 
RANKED LOCATION FACTORS AS PERCEIVED BY COURSE MANAGERS 
Factor Frequency Mentioned Rank 
Terrain 
Large population 
Access ib i l i ty 
Water 'Supply 
Soi l and Drainage 
Liquor License 
10 (times) 
10 
9 
6 
5 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
FIGURE 54 
COMPARATIVE RANKS OF LOCATION FACTORS 
GOLFERS AND COURSE MANAGERS 
Factor Golfers Management 
AccessibiUty 
Terrain 
Uater',Supply 
Trees and Natural 
Hazards 
Population 
SoUs 
Liquor. License 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
2 
1 
3' 
3 • 
1 
4 
5 
Note: rs = .52; significant at a 95 % confidence level. 
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open on the average two weeks earUer than the competition. After a 
heavy rainfaU his course is almost immediately playable, a factor 
that provides him with a slight advantage over the other courses in the 
region. 
Several managers mention that a favourable location would be 
in a municipality which aUows Uquor lounge facUities. It was their 
opinion that golfers appreciate the convenience of a Ucensed lounge on 
the premises, and discussion with golfers certainly bears out this 
view. Bar revenue is of utmost importance to private clubsj it is 
estimated that roughly half their revenue is from dining and lounge 
facUities. 
ii) As Perceived by Golfers: 
The golfers were asked what they considered to be the most 
important factors in determining the location of a golf course. The 
question was open-ended in form, and resulted in a wide variety of 
answers. The most frequently mentioned (41$) factor was accessibility 
(a sUght contradiction to the results of a previous question asking 
what were the most significant factors to consider in selecting a course 
to play). The responses were generaUy comparable to those given by 
the managers, but with sUghtly differing priorities. (See Fig. 54.) 
One interesting factor recurred several times in varying 
forms. The golfers demonstrate a decided interest in and appreciation 
for landscape values. In their responses, such phrases as "scenic 
roUing land", "beautiful scenery," "away from industrial areas," were 
common. This general response adds emphasis to the argument for legis-
lation to preserve scenic areas and open space. 
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lii) Land Cost as a Location Factor 
The fact of drasticaUy increasing l&rv4 values in urban and 
adjacont landB is a common aopoct of dally lif£ The cauooo for incroaood 
cost evolve from intense competition and demand for land and the inevi-
table speculation which accompanies this compd'tt'-ion. The appreciation 
of land value places golf courses located in urW-»- centres in an unusual 
financial position. Large tracts of land such at \ lose owned by golf 
courses and country clubs are not often found in cities, and their value 
as potential high-rise apartment development and housing subdivision 
sites is evident. From an economic point of view the high value of the 
land may weU justify using it in some fashion other than a golf course. 
By seUing the urban property the club can reaUze a large profit, relo-
cate in a more rural setting, and provide better facUities for members 
and players. On the other hand, this increases the traveUing distance 
required to play, and may decrease use. 
In Waterloo-WeUington, four clubs have been subjected to the 
pressure of land use competition. St. Andrew's, located weU within the 
city limits of Gait, was eventuaUy sold for a housing subdivision in 
1968. The owner realized a substantial gain over the original cost 
price of the land. The city of Gait contemplated purchasing the club to 
be a part of their recreation system, but ultimately decided against 
this action because of other priorities. 
The Grand River club was purchased by the city of Kitchener 
in order to provide a way for the construction of part of the Conestoga 
Parkway. With the revenue derived from this sale, the owner has been 
able to relocate in a rural area with better site capabiUty, 
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although not nearly as weU located for the present users. 
The Guelph Country Club, which is located on prime deve-
lopment land, has been negotiating for some time with a developer inter-
ested in using the land for high-rise apartment buildings. The Guelph 
club has also purchased property in NichoU township, seven miles from 
the present site. 
Fairview, situated on land recently annexed into the city of 
Guelph from Puslinch township, has also considered the possibUity of 
seUing and relocating. The club is on land ideaUy suited to residen-
tial development, and at one point in 1967 was actuaUy sold to a deve-
loper; however, the change was not consummated as certain contractual 
obligations were not met. The land on which Fairview is located is 
being considered by the city as a possible extension to a contemplated 
expressway system. 
The competition for golf course Land by those who would rather 
use it for some other purpose is keen enough to cause clubs to relocate 
in more rural settings or simply to seU out and realize a capital gain. 
The very fact of high land costs, combined with correspondingly 
high interest and mortgage rates, does not encourage the individual who 
wants to construct a golf course to do so near urban places where the 
need is greatest. The length of the operating season, which is only 25 -
27 weeks, almost precludes the building of golf courses very close to 
cities. The total cost approaches $400,000 or even more; and with such 
a short operating season, the investment involves a high degree of risk. 
(Several operators estimate the return on their investment in a good year 
as only 6$ - 8$. 
The golf courses in Waterloo-WeUington were formed under unu-
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sual circumstances which allowed their recent development, or were con-
structed prior to the recent rapid escalation of land costs. For example 
the land where Brookfield and Gala Glades are situated was owned by the 
respective families of the management for some years, and land cost was 
not a significant expenditure. The major costs lay in developing the 
course itself. 
Rockway Municipal course was developed from a sewage disposal 
site during the depression years, and provided work for men during this 
period of economic crisis. Westmount, the Cutten Club, and the Country 
Club were all constructed long before the current increase in land costs 
(actuaUy prior to 1930). Their locations at that time were weU into 
the "country." 
Most of the owners feel that as an investment, golf courses 
are a difficult means of realizing a consistent profit. The operation of 
the golf course was often regarded as a hobby, and most of the club 
owners in the study area have other sources of income. Some are in an 
exceUent position for speculative profit as weU. 
F Conclusions 
Of numerous factors affecting interaction between the golfers 
and the facUities, one of the more significant is the actual site poten-
tial, which is essentiaUy a function of distance from the market. Other 
important variables which influenced the golfers'' -attendance a.re the 
"'•^ ~
c:ias>
 z
^
&
 s^ai^ ir, ara zhe challenge of zae- course.. The least 
important selection factors, according to the golfers, are the social 
and associated functions performed by the club. 
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Waterloo-WeUington golfers are apparently satisfied with 
the available facilities in terms of total number and cost involved to 
use the facilities. This becomes clear when a comparison is made between 
what they are wiUing to pay and what they actually pay (for both greens 
fees and club memberships). 
Location factors as perceived by both management and parti-
cipants are similar, differing only in priority. Of many possible 
criteria, the most important are nature of the terrain, population 
accessibility, water supply, soU drainage, and liquor Ucense. Golfers 
repeatedly stress that location should be in unspoUed, scenic country-
side. 
High cost of land in urban areas affects the location of the 
courses by forcing present clubs out of urban areas where they are most 
needed into rural areas which are more inaccessible for the golfer popu-
lation. 
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SECTION II: THE MODEL 
A Introduction 
Models are used in Geography to represent the major character-
istics of open systems and demonstrate certain properties found within 
these systems: 
A model is aimplified structuring of reality 
which presents...significant features in a 
generalized form. Models are highly subjec-
tive approximations in that they do not in-
clude a U associated observations or measure-
ments, but as such they are valuable in 
obscuring incidental detaU and in aUowing 
fundamental aspects of reality to appear.-^ 
Models can be classified in several ways, and are commonly 
considered to be iconic, analogue, or symbolic - each representing a 
higher level of abstraction. Iconic models represent reaUty, only on a 
smaUer scale, and analogue models represent one property in terms of 
another. Symbolic models, the highest level of abstraction, view reality 
with symbols such as a mathematical equation, or logical verbal repre-
sentation. 
Models may also be classified as descriptive or normative, 
which introduces another aspect. Descriptive models are static and are 
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considered to be "some stylistic description of reality." Normative 
models are dynamic and suggest what may happen "under certain stated 
l6 
conditions." 
The purpose of the model developed for this thesis is to assist 
in the proper location of golf courses in Waterloo and WeUington counties. 
In that sense it is primarily descriptive, developing the characteristics 
necessary for suitable locations. It describes the potential of a given 
site in terms of the regional golf market, and also in relation to 
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physical characteristics which are necessary for successfuUy opera-
ting a golf course. 
The potential of a given site is applicable only for 
Waterloo-Wellington but the physical characteristics described have 
relevance for other areas as weU. 
A series of evaluations must be made, as shown on the golf 
course location schema, before a site is selected. An understanding of 
the demand for golf courses and the techniques available to assess the 
supply in relation to the demand is necessary. This can be achieved by 
using the methods formerly outlined in this thesis: either an income 
regression model or a minimum population requirements model may be used. 
An inventory of the courses available and their relative pros-
perity is useful to understand how w e U the demand is being met. If the 
decision-maker is then satisfied that a golf course can be successful, 
there remains the problem of selecting a site. 
B The Model 
i ) Site Potential 
As indicated in the chapter dealing with the interaction within 
the system, the user potential of a s i te i s one of the important c r i t e r ia 
which should be considered in selection. 
A review of the potential map wiU show that any one s i te may 
be considered in terms of the entire region's golf market. I t is assumed 
that a course should locate within drawing range of at least 7,000 rounds 
of pay-as-you-play golf. Any location with a 50$ or higher potential 
will sat isfy th i s requirement within the existing system, 
i i ) Physical CapabUity Characteristics 
The physical s i t e and the users interact in a direct manner. 
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Ultimately the site affects users' evaluation of the course, which will 
in turn affect the desire to return, and thus total participation rates. 
Physical attributes of the site become of even greater relevance when 
the supply of golf courses approximates the demand. A U other factors 
being equal, the physical qualities of design and beauty become of prime 
importance as selection norms. Of a U physical characteristics, the 
foUowing are deemed most significant: 
(a) Size of site - The course should be a minimum of 50 acres 
for a nine-hole course, and U 0 for eighteen holes. This is not large, 
however, and courses this size aUow a greater margin for injury. Eighty 
acres for nine holes, and 160 for eighteen, w i U allow sufficient land 
for developing a course of superior calibre. If possible, land adjacent 
to the course should be purchased for future additions or expansion. 
(b) Shape - It is preferable to select an irregularly shaped 
tract of land as it adds to the design possibilities which wiU increase 
the chaUenge and visual effect of the fairways. 
(c) Topography - The land contours should be gently undulating 
or slightly roUing. Rugged terrain should be avoided as it would inevi-
tably increase the difficulty of playing the course, and also necessitate 
to many "blind" shots, which increase the injury hazard. Maintenance 
costs and construction costs would also be higher on this type of terrain. 
Flat land, although easily tended, detracts from the chaUenge and is 
aestheticaUy less pleasing. 
(c) Trees and vegetation - The land should be dotted with 
stands of mature trees and a variety of shrubs. A mixture of coniferous 
and deciduous trees provides the best visual contrast and not only con-
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tributes to the beauty of the course but provides some protection from 
possible injury along paraUel fairways. Trees and shrubs enhance the 
layout possibilities of the course, provide ideal natural hazards, and 
add to the chaUenge presented. 
(e) Water capability - The site must be capable of producing 
120,000 gaUons daily for an eighteen-hole course. This can be derived 
from either municipaUty water supplies, ground water, or (preferably) a 
river or stream. This amount is necessary to supplement the three inches 
of rainfaU per month which is characteristic of the study area and of 
most sections of southern Ontario. Water from ground water and streams 
can be diverted into pools and integrated as water hazards, if desired, 
and add considerably to the visual appeal of the course, as weU as to 
the test of skiU. (Location on a flood plain is not advisable because 
of the obvious hazard implied.) 
(f) Soils and drainage - Although most soU types can be 
modified to provide suitable conditions for the growth of turf, it is 
highly advisable to locate on soils of high agricultural potential. The 
ARDA Class I and Class II soils are generaUy suitable for golf course 
locations. Class I soUs approximate near ideal conditions for turf 
m growing and little modification is necessary. Class II soils are accep-
table but have sUghtly lower fertUity and as a result require more 
careful management. 
The soil should be w e U drained. Poor drainage results in 
difficult turf growing conditions in addition to increasing maintenance 
costs. Drainage problems on a particular site are not clearly marked on 
the ARDA soU potential maps and only on-site investigation wiU reveal 
if they exist. 
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An effort should be made to purchase land whoro tha pr«viniifj 
owner has maintained the natural soil fertility by careful coil manage-
ment. Selecting property that has been weU maintained pastureland is 
advisable. 
(g) Immediate access - A paved road is desirable as the imme-
diate access route to the site, and the club house should be clearly 
visible from that road. This makes entry to the course easier, and also 
provides needed advertisement for pay-as-you-play courses. Gravel and 
soft-surfaced roads often become impassable after a heavy rain, and fre-
quently dust conditions which prevaU on country roads in the summer 
months detract from the quality of the outdoor experience. 
(h) Surrounding land use - Golf courses should be in locations 
surrounded by compatible land uses, such as residential areas, Ught 
industries or open farm land and open space. Locations where industrial 
poUutants, heavy traffic and unattractive land uses (e.g. gravel pits) 
are obvious, should be avoided. In rural settings, surrounding idle 
land which has deteriorated into heavy weed growth can add significantly 
to the cost of maintenance as w e U as depreciating the beauty of the 
environment. 
C Application of the Model 
To demonstrate the usefulness of the model developed, three 
sites in the study region have been selected in accordance with the model 
A U the sites meet the requirements demanded by this thesis, but final 
selection should be made by a qualified landscape architect. 
SITE I 
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MOSBOROUGH STATION, WELLINGTON COUNTY 
Location and Potential 
1. Geographical co-ordinates: i) Topographic sheet, Guelph 40 '9 
(west half) 
ii) 525,177 
2. Relative location: approximately eight miles from the Kitchener 
complex and approximately six miles from Guelph on Highway 1. 
3. Site potential: According to the site potential map, the location 
is very favourable - within range of 62.8$ of the current golfer 
population. 
Physical CapabiUty of the Site 
1. Size: Approximately 200 acres are suitable for development into a 
golf course, which provides a wide margin beyond the 
required minimum of U O - 160 acres. 
2. Shape: The irregularly shaped lot would depend on the segments pur-
chased from the present owners. 
3. Topography: In this tract of land, the topography is almost ideaUy 
suited for a golf course. The land has sections of undula-
ting contours and sections of relatively flat land. The sur-
rounding countryside is weU-maintained farm and pasture land, 
and the area is aestheticaUy pleasing. 
4. Trees: A mixture of both coniferous and deciduous trees is found, 
distributed in clumps throughout the site. Mature trees are 
located a U along the river bed, along the western side by 
MOSBOROUGH STATION 
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scale [ 
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the secondary access road, and border the eastern side of 
the site. 
Water: This site is capable of producing the minimum required 
amount of water. At the present time there are two pools 
on the property fed by a stream. The wator supply for tho 
present buildings is based on ground water. 
Soil and drainage: According to the ARDA soil capabiUty map for 
agriculture, these are Class 1/ 3 T soils, which generaUy are 
suitable for a U crops with only minor limitations (steepness 
of topography). The site has no practical limitations for 
the growth of turf. 
Some smaU sections along the present river are poorly drained. 
This would not be a significant problem in the development of 
a course, as the rest of the site has exceUent drainage 
characteristics. 
Access: Immediate access to the site is by either of two roads: 
Highway 7, and a secondary township road. The course site can 
be seen from Highway 7, from an elevated position which per-
mits an exceUent view of the site. With good design, at 
least four holes could be seen from the road. 
Surrounding land use: The land is w e U away from congested urban 
sprawl, in a scenic, rolling farmland setting. Farms sur-
rounding the site are weU-maintained in mixed farming. 
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SITE II 
GRAND RIVER, C0NEST0GA 
Location and Potential 
1. Geographical co-ordinates: i) Topographic sheet, Guelph 40 A 
(west half) 
ii) 408,180 to 413,189 
2. Relative location: The site is on Waterloo township road #47 
(paired), approximately five miles to the north of Kitchener and 
Bridgeport and east of Waterloo. The location is exceUent for the 
Kitchener-Waterloo residents, but is relatively inacessible from the 
other cities. This w i U be remedied upon completion of the Cones-
toga Parkway. The site is within a twelve-minute drive of the 
large university residential development. 
3. Site potential: According to the site potential map, the location is 
within the range of 65.4$ of the golfers, placing it in a good compe-
titive position. 
Physical Capability of the Site 
1. Size: Approximately 150 acres of the area are suitable for develop-
ment of a golf course immediately adjacent to the township 
access road and leading up to and including part of the wood-
lot. 
2. Shape: Although not irregular in shape, the large sections of wood-
lot and the proximity to the Grand River could provide an 
exceUent starting point for an unusual course design. 
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3. Topography: Topography is ideaUy suited for construction of a golf 
course. The south half of the lot is gently undulating, and 
the north half is slightly more flat. The area is scenic, 
and the topography would lend itself to unusual course design 
incorporating many natural hazards. 
4. Trees: There is an abundance of mature coniferous and deciduous 
trees, particularly along the east side of the site. Patches 
of trees are located throughout the site, particularly at the 
southern extremities. 
5. Water: With the combined resources of the Grand River and ground 
water, this tract of land would be capable of producing the 
required amount of water. 
6. SoU and drainage: According to the ARDA soil capabiUty map the 
site has near perfect conditions for the growth of turf, with 
7 3 
soil classifications of 1' 3T and 2 . Except for those 
sections immediately adjacent to the river, which would pro-
bably not be extensively developed, the location has no 
drainage problem. 
7. Access: Immediate access to the site is by a paved township road. 
The course, if properly designed, could have at least three 
holes facing the road. General access is especiaUy good at 
the present for golfers outside Kitchener-Waterloo. 
8. Surrounding land use: The land surrounding the site selected is at 
present used for mixed farming on three sides, and borders a 
park on the other. 
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SITE I I I 
WILLIAMSBURG, WATERLOO COUNTY 
Location and Po ten t i a l 
1 . Geographic co-ord ina tes : i ) Topographic sheet , Stra t ford 40 /q 
(east half) 
ii) 400,065 
2. Relative location: The site is in Waterloo township approximately 
three miles southwest of Kitchener, and approximately one mile north 
of WUliamsburg, on the west side of the highway. 
3. Site potential: The site potential lies within the range of 62.4$ 
of the market. From the viewpoint of a developer the site is one of 
high potential for a housing-and-golf-course subdivision. 
Physical Capability of the Site 
1. Size: Within the general area at least 250 - 300 acres would be 
potentiaUy suited to a subdivision of housing built around 
the golf course as a focal point. 
2. Shape: For a housing/golf development, the shape of the lot is not 
as significant, since the design would interpret and integrate 
the houses along with the fairways. 
3. Topography: This site is fairly flat (which would make it easier 
for the greater amount of construction entailed in buUding 
the houses as weU as the course itself) but it does have 
some gently rolling contours. For the purposes of a golf course 
alone, the rather flat land might detract from the potential, 
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but if combined with housing, is probably a desirable 
feature. 
Trees: A wide variety of well dispersed, mature stands of trees 
enhance the land of this selected site. As seen on the 
map, there are four major groups of trees that could be inte-
grated with a housing/golf subdivision with faciUty. Trees 
are abundant along the roadway leading to the site. 
Water: Ground water supplies appear to be adequate, and the site is 
within the range of the municipal water system of Kitchener. 
With these two sources, adequate water for both the course and 
the housing development presents Uttle problem other than the 
construction of the water mains. 
SoU and drainage: The site has exceUent turf growing capabiUties. 
7 3 The ARDA soU classification is 1 3w , suitable for most 
agricultural pursuits. Upon visual inspection, the drainage 
characteristics are exceUent, posing no limitation to either 
golf course or housing development. 
Access: A first class county road provides the immediate access, 
leading directly from Kitchener to WiUiamsburg. The course 
site is slightly lower than the road, providing a good view 
of the site. 
Surrounding land use: Immediately to the south is open mixed farming 
land with some scattered residential use. Almost immediately 
1
 north are residential parts of Kitchener. Because of the 
land's proximity to the city and the characteristics suitable 
for golf course development, it appears a likely choice of 
location for a successful combination. 
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Other sites for golf course development can be found in the 
general area of Breslau and Doon. One of the best of these would be 
the HopeweU creek land, adjacent to Highway 7. Both topographic con-
ditions and site potential are ideal here. 
The Doon area, because of its proximity to the Macdonald-
Cartier Freeway, and to expanded residential districts, appears to have 
exceUent potential. Sites with suitable physical conditions are dif-
ficult to find because of the sandy and hiUy nature of the topography. 
D Conclusions 
A descriptive model incorporating the physical characteris-
tics necessary, combined with site potential, has been developed and 
applied. Three potential sites have been selected using the model, and 
in the author's view these sites reflect the conditions necessary for a 
successful golf course. The first two, located near Mbsborough Station 
and Conestoga, are suitable for any type of course development. The 
third site, located near WiUiamsburg in Waterloo township near the south 
west part of Kitchener is especiaUy suited for a combined golf course 
and housing subdivision. 
Because of its descriptive nature, the model has some limita-
tions, and must be considered only a 'minimum requirements' model. In 
this respect it does not optimize the site locations but rather states 
what requirements are necessary for a viable golf course location. 
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Conclusions 
A Summary 
Golf provides the participant an opportunity to enjoy out-
door recreation in the company of friends and acquaintances. In 
addition it provides the golfer a means of testing a highly developed 
skUl in a chaUenge against himself, his opponents and the natural 
environment of the course. 
From a financial consideration golf is an important activity. 
In 1967 golf equipment sales accounted for 52.9$ of the total athletic 
and sporting goods sales in the United States. When combined.with 
tournament winnings, course maintenance expenditures, clothing, etc., a 
conservative estimate of golf-related expenditure is $1 biUion. The 
future prospects for the activity on a national scale seem extremely 
good in view of the fact that golfers are increasing at a rate of 10$ 
per year. The inclusion of golf courses in a residential development 
increases the likelihood of housing sales and this form of development 
is becoming more popular in the United States. It is estimated that 
over one miUion people will be living in housing developments asso-
ciated with golf courses by 1970. This type of complex is now occurring 
in Ontario and within the study site. 
The eighteen courses in the region are generaUy of a high 
calibre. The four private country clubs provide a very high quality 
recreational experience and clubs such as Westmount and Cutten are an 
asset to their respective communities. The Doon VaUey and Rockway 
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municipal courses, two of the most heavily used facilities, contribute 
substantiaUy to the recreation system provided by metropolitan 
Kitchener. The semi-private facilities vary considerably in calibre. 
Some of the courses are not used frequently enough to realize a profit, 
because of poor locations relative to the market, and others are not 
properly managed and accordingly result in a lower quality recreational 
experience, which is also reflected in the low attendance rates. 
Creeping urbanization and the prospects of capital gain 
provided by increased land values threaten the existence of several 
courses. The problem is applicable to Guelph in particular, where there 
is some possibility that three of the region's better courses could be 
lost to housing and expressway development. 
Several problems face the managers of golf courses, and one 
of the most serious of these is "peaking" - high use during the weekends 
with substantial decline during the week. In terms of the twenty-seven 
week season, peaking also occurs during the month of June, foUowed by 
a marked drop in attendance, even on weekends, during the summer months 
of July and August. In September there is an increase in activity once 
again when the holiday season terminates. 
The total demand for golf courses in the region is estabU-
shed by using an income regression model and also by using standards 
suggested by the RCGA. Although the supply of courses in the study 
region almost meets the demand, the need for courses in the future is 
evident. By the year 1981 it is predicted that an optimum number of 44 
courses will be required, and a minimum of 26 courses. This represents 
a total of 6,800 acres of land if the standard of 160 acres for each 
eighteen-hole golf course is applied. 
Golfers are generaUy derived from the middle and higher 
income brackets and have above average educational attainments. These 
factors are also related to the fact that professional and managerial 
persons were highly represented in the sampling of the golfers. A high 
number of golfers consider the game their preferred summer outdoor 
recreation activity; swimming, picnicing, and driving for pleasure are 
the most preferred other summer activities in which golfers participate 
(and it is worth noting that these are urban- and socially-oriented 
activities). 
The most significant location factor for golf courses is 
proximity to the urban market. There should be at least 25,000 people 
to support each semi-private golf club, and 60,000 for each private 
club, according to the RCGA. The population should be urban and rural 
rlon-farm, as these are the people who participate most frequently. Any 
location (on a paved road access) within the confines of the triangle 
formed by Guelph, Gait, and Kitchener-Waterloo should be successful, 
with locations six to eight miles outside the triangle probably getting 
a minimal share of the market. This conclusion is reached after 
developing a potential surface map for the most heavUy urbanized part 
of the study region: the map considers the existing travel behaviour 
of golfers and the distance which they say they are wiUing to travel 
to play golf. 
Other location factors are related to the physical site 
attributes. SUghtly undulating, weU-drained land with sandy loam 
soUs are considered ideal conditions. In addition, a capacity of 
60,000 gaUons of water per day (for a nine-hole course) are required 
to produce a high quality turf. 
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Pay-as-you-play attendance at individual courses is influenced 
by site potential, which is essentiaUy a function of distance. It is 
also influenced by the design and chaUenge of the course itself, and to 
a large extent by the exceUence of management reflected in the care and 
investment in the golf course. 
B Golf Courses as Open Space 
Golf courses play a significant role as part of the total 
recreation system in urban places, and also provide much needed open 
space. Open space is much more than land which is left over from 
development: it is a functional part of the urban environment. It pro-
vides a link between man and the natural environment, a means of re-
charging the senses in an increasingly urban mUieu. Kates expresses 
1 
this fact in terms of open space as a stimulus to sensory pleasure. 
The intrinsic value of open space is increasingly evident to 
perceptive social critics, who realize the importance of man's communion 
with nature as one means of moral regeneration. It provides the simple 
amenities of life such as fresh air, pleasing scenery, and freedom from 
the congested activity of the urban environment. Above a U , "open space 
is breathing space, a place keyed to the human scale, a visual break in 
2 
the cityscape...." 
From a planning standpoint, open spaces are functional. They 
serve to limit boundaries of cities and thus promote the efficient con-
centration of community faciUties, as weU as curtailing urban sprawl. 
They can be used as safety and noise-reducing zones, and as buffer strips 
between major arteries and residential developments. When integrated 
into the total community plan they enhance and give greater intensity 
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to the aesthetic appeal of the city. 
Open space contributes to the fundamental principles of 
conservation. In addition to providing visual relief, it helps control 
the rapid run-off frequently found in urban places, thus preventing 
potential flood conditions. It holpo to prooorvo the jmtumi «coioglcul 
processes pertaining to both natural vegetation and wildlife, which in 
itself is sufficient reason to justify its existence in urban regions. 
Golf courses are open space, and thus fulfil these functions. 
In particular, they enhance the urban environment from an aesthetic 
standpoint. The weU-groomed greens and fairways, the attractive and 
varied vegetation, the creeks and natural hazards are integrated into a 
functional open space environment which is considered an asset by most 
community members. Golf courses encourage natural ecological processes, 
thus providing one of the major attractions of the activity itself: the 
opportunity to observe the environment and to be a part of it. These 
intangible benefits are not limited to golfers, as they may be enjoyed 
by residents of the neighbourhood as w e U as by casual passers-by. 
The rapid process of urbanization places the open space 
provided by golf courses in frequent jeopardy of being assimilated for 
commercial purposes. Rather than sacrifice the considerable contribu-
tion of golf courses to open space and recreation and urban aesthetics, 
municipalities should make a concerted effort to retain the courses. 
C Managerial Recommendations 
1. In order to meet recreation requirements for the future, the muni-
cipalities should begin a programme of land acquisition. Obtaining land 
now for recreation ensures that it w i U be available at reasonable cost, 
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and that recreation facUities wiU be properly located in the urban 
areas. Escalating land costs may soon preclude proper location proce-
dures. It may be necessary for more senior levels of government to 
assist in the financing of such land acquisition. 
2. The municipalities should make every effort to preserve existing 
golf courses. This can be achieved by purchasing them when they are 
available or by effecting legislation such as scenic easements, prefer-
ential assessments, tax deferrals, or lease-backs. 
3. To encourage the private development of golf courses, investment 
capital should be made more readily available either through the Indus-
trial Development Bank, the Conservation Authorities, or other similar 
government agencies interested in the provision of recreation land and 
open space. Capital should also be available for those existing golf 
courses which would benefit by expansion to eighteen holes. 
4. Individuals and organizations owning large tracts of land should be 
encouraged to develop golf courses and other recreation facUities. 
5. Farmers should be encouraged to convert unfarmed land into recre-
ation facUities, especiaUy golf courses, as a means of income. 
6. Tourism should be exploited to a greater extent in the region than 
at present. Tourism resources such as the annual Festival at Stratford, 
the ethnic individuaUty of Mennonite communities, the Doon Pioneer 
Village, the universities, the Music Festival in Guelph - and the golf 
courses, accommodation and restaurants - should be more fuUy exploited. 
This area provides many recreation opportunities which would appeal to 
people in potential market centres such as Toronto and upper New York 
State. This type of advertising and co-ordination should logicaUy be 
carried out by the Regional Tourist CouncU, and would increase the use 
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of a U facilities. 
7. In order to aUeviate the problem of decline in use during the week 
and during the summer months of July and August, the golf course owners 
should make a concentrated effort to encourage more golf tournaments. 
This could be achieved by direct contact advertising with local business 
firms and various social groups. To encourage beginning golfers, a 
programme of free lessons and rental equipment should be inaugurated, 
particularly for women. 
8. The formation of a regional golf course owners' association is 
desirable. An organization such as this could encourage and sponsor 
golf schools to improve knowledge of the game. Courses could be conduc-
ted during the winter, including films and instruction, which would do 
much to encourage new players. The regional owners' association could 
sponsor inter-club tournaments and competition to a greater extent than 
exists at present. The association could also provide much more exten-
sive large scale advertising than individual owners could hope to, with 
the intent of stimulating further interest among non-golfers. This 
association could easily be connected with the Ontario Golf Association 
or the RCGA. 
9. Many golfers suggest that a portable pass system be inaugurated. 
This would permit memberships to be used at a U the courses in the region 
adding variety to the golfer's game. It seems logical that a portable 
pass system could be administered by the regional owners' association. 
10. It is recommended that a U those courses which experience severe 
weekend peaking operate on a reserved time basis. This would not only 
improve the quality of the recreational experience but also smooth the 
traffic flow at the course. 
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D Value of this Study 
The examination of the golfing system in Waterloo and 
WeUington counties, using a systems approach, has merit from several 
points of view. As Ackerman suggests, the overriding goal in Geography 
is the understanding of the the earth-wide man-environment system. This 
thesis contributes to the comprehension of the recreational subsystem by 
studying the interaction between the physical resources of the golf 
course sites and the behavioural aspects of golfers, as weU as the 
characteristics of the activity. 
The study also makes some contribution to the methodological 
techniques currently being utilized in' Geography. The actual 'potential 
surface' technique has not, in the author's knowledge, been applied to 
recreation problems. The methodology developed for this thesis could 
• . lend itself to computerization easUy, once the basic behavioural para-
meters are established. 
Although there are numerous methods for estabUshing recre-
- ation site capabiUty, the literature related to resource management is 
lacking in methods to determine site potential. The model developed in 
this thesis attempts to overcome the problem by integrating both physical 
site parameters and behavioural parameters. 
A combination of the two concepts permits the evaluation of 
the proposed golf course site in terms not only of its physical resources 
(capabiUty) but also of its market potential. The integration of these 
• two sets of parameters is crucial if our urban recreation resources are 
to be effectively used. 
It is a commonly accepted fact that the municipaUties should 
provide recreation faculties for a U segments of the population. This 
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thesis contributes to the planning for these faciUties in three ways. 
By establishing the demand for golf courses in Waterloo and Wellington 
counties, the municipalities can estimate whether or not they have 
sufficient golf courses at present, as weU as estimate future need. 
Secondly, it points out that golf courses contribute substantiaUy to 
the appeal of the cityscape and to community open space requirements. 
By combining the recreation and open space functions, properly located 
golf facilities can be a substantial asset to the municipaUties, thus 
enhancing the quality of urban life. The importance of preserving the 
existing golf courses can not be over-emphasized, and it is hoped that 
immediate action by the municipality w i U preserve those courses which 
are being threatened by encroaching urbanization. 
FinaUy, it is hoped that this thesis adds to the body of 
knowledge in the sphere of urban recreation Geography. Only by esta-
bUshing a backlog of empirical studies w U l a useful compilation of 
theory evolve. 
E Limitations of This Study 
It is not clear whether the study of any particular socio-
economic system has a great deal of relevance to other socio-economic 
systems. It is questionable whether the same specific parameters that 
were found to exist in the Waterloo-WeUington region would be found in 
Toronto, London or Windsor. A more meaningful model of the golfing 
system should include other urban areas within Ontario. This would 
necessitate a complete inventory of a U the facilities and a much larger 
sampling of golfers, beyond the scope of this study. 
Evaluation of the golf courses was done on a very subjective 
basis. Another researcher may have included other variables in deter-
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mining the overaU quality of the courses. Compared to other regions, 
the golf courses may be of very poor or of a very high calibre. The 
need for a more stringent evaluation system is clear. 
The estimation of demand has several limitations. The pro-
jection of the population is reliable enough, but the assumption that 
income wiU remain essentially the same is weak. Unlike the RCGA 
standards system, the income regression model only indicates the total 
number of courses, not the types needed. The income regression model 
should be updated and refined periodically. 
In terms of understanding the participation in the activity, 
more statisticaUy rigorous techniques should be employed. Simple 
regression analysis shows only correlation, not causation. Techniques 
such as factor analysis and graph theory which can show the total effect 
of each variable would be preferable. 
F Further Research 
1. One of the purposes of this study was to respond to the need for 
research on urban and user-oriented recreation. Just as a subsystem of 
the urban recreation system was considered here, research should be con-
ducted into the other subsystems within the urban recreation milieu. 
Such investigations could very easUy determine, among other factors, 
the recreational preferences of various ethnic groups within urban 
centres. Again, a systems approach would be useful. 
2. It seems that recreation planning of the future wiU be involved 
in providing recreation complexes. Research should be conducted into 
which faciUties and activities are compatible, and what are the land 
and resource requirements needed to provide them. It wiU be important 
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to understand how government agencies and private enterprise can work 
together to establish urban recreation complexes. 
3. More refined methodological and research techniques are required. 
Instruments for measuring the varying character of sites and situations, 
and rating scales need to be more objective. 
4. Urban recreation standards, including golf course standards, need 
to be re-evaluated if they are to be continuaUy used as basic guide-
lines for planning. Urban areas vary in quality and character and each 
city must meet the needs of its "own" citizens. Employing 'rules of 
thumb' to assess these demands does not appear to be satisfactory. 
5. The techniques used to measure recreation demand are in constant 
need of refinements. The application of graph theory has interesting 
potential particularUy in measuring "incommensurables." 
6. Studies should be done on the effect of using land for recreation 
purposes (as compared with other forms of land use) on land values, 
neighbourhood development, and their effects on people living in the 
urban environment. Investigations such as these may re-emphasize the 
necessity for even more open space and recreation areas. 
7. An important topic of research concerns the effect of capital invest-
ment on facUity use. A comparison study of various other recreation 
facilities, their use, and the amount of investment required would be 
useful in suggesting alternative recreation land uses, particularly in 
areas of the rural-urban fringe. 
8. Just as systems for the classification of rural land for recreation 
capabUity have been developed, a similar system is needed for urban 
recreational land. A classification system such as this would include 
land suitable for park development, open space, scenic attractions, and 
both active and passive recreation pursuits. 
G Conclusion 
The urban environment is composed of many complex interre-
lationships, and if it is to evolve in a manner which is both efficient 
functionaUy and pleasing to the quality of life, it must be carefuUy 
planned. 
The present study presents the guidelines to be considered 
when planning the location of golf faciUties. It is hoped that 
similar studies will be forthcoming in the near future, so that other 
resources can be planned with this objective. Because of his funda-
mental concern with the man-land environmental system, the Geographer 
is in an exceUent position to contribute to the planning processes 
which will shape a meaningful interaction between man and his environ-
ment. 
FOOTNOTES 
Robert Kates, "The Pursuit of Beauty in the Environ-
ment," Landscape, XVI, No. 2 (Winter, 1966-1967), p. 22. 
2Jeanne M. Davis, "Getting and Keeping Open Space," 
Yearbook of Agriculture. 1963 (Washington: U. S. Government 
Printing Office, 1963), p. 338. 
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APPENDIX A 
GOLF COURSE OWNER-OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
S e c t i o n A 
1. How many years has this course been in operation? 
2. How long has the present management omed/operated the course? 
3. Has there been a change in the type of club over the years: i.e. 
public to private? 
4. Classifieation- . • % 
^ No. of holes % 18, Par 3 , Par 4 • 
private country club 
s emiprivate/pay-as-you-play 
strictly pay-as-you-play 
municipally -owned/no membership 
municipaUy owned/memberships 
5. Description of course 
(a) total acreage of property . 
(b) total acreage for golf course itself . 
(c) number of acres devoted to parking and other facUities 
(d) total yardage of golf course . 
(e) does course have irrigation system? 
greens only whole course_ 
6. Description of facilities offered in conjunction with golf course 
(a) snack bar 
(b) dinner facUities 
(c) licensed bar 
(d) curling rink 
(e) other recreation facilities (specify) 
(f) golf professional 
(g) caddies 
(h) pro shop 
(i) other _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
7. Does the course encourage organized tournaments? 
Section B 
Membership and Greens Fees Information 4answer~if~ applicable) 
A. Semi-private and pay-as-you-play courses: 
Revenue 
1. What are the greens fees a) during the week b) weekend 
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2. Approximately how many rounds are play per season? 
3. What is an approximation of total revenue from pay-as-you-play 
patrons? 
4. How many members are there? 
5. How much is the yearly membership fee? $ 
6. Approximately what is the total revenue from the members from 
above source? $ 
Expenditures 
1. How much is the total land and building tax for the property? 
2. What is the land assessment? $ 
3. Approximately how much are the yearly operating costs? $ 
4. How much is the net income? $ 
B. Private Clubs 
Revenue 
1. How many members are there currently at this club? 
2. What are the total annual fees for each member? $ 
3. How are these fees comprised? 
Specify: Item Cost 
4. What is the total revenue derived from new members and membership 
fees? $ 
5. Approximately how much revenue is derived from the pro shop, dining 
facilities, bar, etc.? $ 
6. Total revenue from ALL SOURCES $ . 
Expenditures 
1. What is the total land and building tax for the property? 
2. Approximately how much are the yearly operating costs? 
3. What is the land assessment? «j> 
4. What is the net income? $ 
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Section C ' ' 
General Questions 
1. Do you feel that municipalities should take part in the provision 
of golf facilities? (Explain) 
2. Do you have a U the business that you can handle? yes no. 
•' Comment: 
3. How long do people have to wait to tee off on a busy day? 
4. What is your busiest period of time? 
from to 
5. What is the slackest time? 
from to 
6. Do you plan any expansion of the facilities in the near future? 
Comment: 
7. What do you consider the most important three factors in determining 
the location of a golf course? 
1. 2. 3. . 
8. What are the major advantages of this site? 
9. What are the major disadvantages, if any? 
10. Was a professional landscape architect consulted in the design of 
this course? 
___________ yes no don't know 
11. What do you consider to be the major management problems? (Please 
explain.) 
Appondlx B 
Golfer Questionnaire 
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Section A: 
J 
1. Over the period of one year how frequently do you play 18 Holes 
of golf? 
1 - 5 _ 26 - 30 __ 51 - 55 
^ ___ 6 - 10 ' __ 31 - 35 ___ 56 - 60 
11-15 __ 36 - 40 _ 61 - 65 
____ 16 - 20 ___ 41 - 45 ___ 66 - 70 
__ 21 - 25 ___ 46 - 50 ___ 71 - 75 
More How many? 
2/If there were more facilities within the area would you play 
more frequently? YES NO 
3. At pay as you play golf courses how much are you wiUing to pay 
for green fees? 
$1.00 $3.50 $6.00 
$1.50 $4.00 
$2.00 $4.50 
$2.50 $5.00 
$3.00 $5.50 
4. a) Do you belong as member to a golf and country club? 
YES NO 
b) What Type? Semi Private Private 
c) How long have you been a member? Years. 
5. a) If you were to join a semi private club how much would you pay 
for membership fees? $ . 
b) If you were to join a private club how much would you pay for 
membership fees,initiation fees, club shares, etc.? 
$50 -$100 $550 
$150 $600 
$200 $650 
$250 $700 
$300 $750 
. '$350 $800 
$400 $850 
$450 $900 
$500 More state how much. 
6. Includinggreen fees, membership fees, social activities, clothing, 
golf equipment, and all other associated actvities how much money 
do you spend on golf annuaUy? $ 
Appendix B cont'd 
Section B: 
1. How many miles are you wULing to travel to play golf? 
1 - 5 miles 26 - 30 miles 
6-10 31 - 35 
U - 15 36 - 40 
16 - 20 41 - 45 
21 - 25 46 - 50 
more? state how far. 
2. In relation to TIME, how long would you consider reasonable in 
_, driving to a golf course? minutes. 
3. What golf courses in the general area of Waterloo and WeUington 
Counties do you play most frequently? 
List in order of preference: 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
4. What is the distance from your home to the golf course you play 
MOST frequently? miles. 
5. When selecting a golf course to play, what factors do you consider 
most important? 
the chaUenge of the course difficult easy 
general condition of greens and fairways 
social atmosphere 
accessibility 
quality of the pro shop etc. 
other specify 
6. What factors would you consider in determining a good golf course 
location? 
1. 
Appendix B cont'd 
Section C: 
1. a) Sex M 
b) Age 
c) The name of the municipality or city where you live. 
2. What type of occupation do you have? 
Professional 
Managers, officials 
Sales,Personnel, clerical 
Craftsmen 
Labourer 
3. Approximately what is you annual income? 
under $3,000 
$3,000 - $4,999 
$5,000 - $7,499 
$7,500 - $9,999 
$10,000 - and over 
4. Education: 
Grade School 
Some High School 
Completed High School 
Some CoUege 
CoUege Degree
 f 
Section D: General Questions 
1. Do you feel that there are sufficient golf course facUities within 
this general area? adequate not adequate 
2. Do you feel that cities should play an active role in the provision 
of golf course facilities? YES NO 
3. When do you play most of your games? 
during the week (Monday - Thursday) 
___________ during the weekend (Friday - Sunday) 
equaUy divided between week days and weekend. 
4. How long does it usuaUy take to play an 18 hole round of golf? 
3 hours 4 hours 5 hours 6 hours. 
5. Do you feel that this is too time consuming? YES NO 
[J 
Appendix B cont'd 
6. How long are you willing to wait before you are able to tee 
off? 
10 minutes 
20 minutes 
30 minutes 
45 minutes 
60 minutes 
7. If you do not feel there are adequate golfing facilities within 
the Waterloo and WeUington counties area check off the types 
you would most like to see developed. 
18 hole private country clubs 
18 hole semi private clubs. 
18 hole strictly pay as you play clubs 
i 9 hole courses 
par 3 courses 
driving ranges/ miniature golf etc. 
8. Rank in order of preference the summer recreation activities that 
you participate in: 
Driving for pleasure 
Picnicing 
Nature Walks 
Boating 
Hiking 
Swimming 
Horseback Riding 
Fishing 
Camping 
Hunting 
Golfing 
Other Specify. 
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Appendix C 
City of Kitchener 
DOON VALLEY GOLF CLUB 
-Proposed Operating Budget For 1968-
Acct. 
No. 
2590 
2591 
2593 
2598 
2592 
4 
# 
2551 
2552 
2553-4 
2575 
2576 
2577 
2578 
2579 
2580 
2581 
2582 
2583 
2584 
2585 
2588 
2589-1 
Description 
REVENUE 
Green Fees 
Memberships 
MisceUaneous 
Canteen 
Car Rental 
Total 
Included with 
Misc. 
EXPENDITURES 
Pensions 
Mower Repairs 
Vehicles Rental 
Salaries & Wage 
Insurance 
Fuel 
Laundry 
Water & Light 
Telephones 
Gasoline & O U 
New Equipment 
Repairs - Build 
ings 
Unclassified 
Supplies 
Course Mainten-
ance 
Debenture Char-
ges - City 
Total 
Surplus 
1
 -
Budget, 
1968 
43,700.00 
13,270.00 
1,780.00 
4,500.00 
800.00 
64,050.00 
475.00 
U50.00 
3,000.00 
3 40,345.00 
700.00 
800.00 
350.00 
900.00 
300.00 
150.00 
5,700.00 
2,325.00 
700.00 
1,300.00 
4,253-00 
62,448.00 
1,602.00 
Expended 
Dec. 31, 
1967 
42,760.00 
9,346.45 
2,521.00 
4,000.00 
# 
58,627.75 
453.36 
796.62 
3,794.50 
34,762.15 
1,496.75 
801.81 
261.06 
823.41 
273.75 
144.00 
3,548.49 
2,169.94 
674.19 
1,117.26 
2,712.34 
53,829.63 
4,798.12 
Budget 
1967 
30,000.00 
23,830.00 
1,800.00 
4,000.00 
# 
59,630.00 
200.00 
800.00 
2,700.00 
38,875.00 
1,400.00 
800.00 
500.00 
1,100.00 
390.00 
150.00 
2,135.00 
2,900.00 
700.00 
1,650.00 
3,460.00 
57,760.00 
1,870.00 
Appendix C c o n t ' d 
ROCKWAY GOLF AND BOWLING CLUB 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3 1 s t . 1967 
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REVENUE 
Green Fees 
Membership Fees 
MisceUaneous & Kitchen 
Canteen Revenue 
TOTAL REVENUE 
EXPENDITURES 
Pensions 
Mowers, etc. 
Vehicle Rentals 
Salaries and Wages 
Insurance 
Fuel 
Laundry 
Water and Light 
Telephones 
Gas and Oil, etc. 
New Equipment 
Repairs 
Unclassified 
Supplies 
Course Maintenance 
Debt Charges 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
Profit or Loss on Current 
Operations To Surplus & 
Deficit 
1967 
21,106.00 
34,801.50 
2,695.50 
6.000.00 
64,603.00 
625.77 
570.48 
2,294.83 
44,249.18 
392.00 
1,027.44 
440.92 
.1,072.56 
588.97 • 
136.52 
3,457-32 
2,250.21 
946.54 
1,864.09 
3,295.97 
68,606.20 
4,003.20 (L) 
1966 
24,723-50 
41,302.65 
853.40 
3,500.00 
70,379.55 
569-70 
636.76 
2,829.01 
40,469.98 
510.38 
1,173-52 
468.84 
2,267.33 
558.60 
109.29 
2,373.96 
2,005.46 
524.04 
1,294.46 
3,000.98 
3,126.16 
61,918.47 
8,461.08 (P) 
mi 
21,398.50 
35,893.50 
1,513.50 
3,000.00 
61,805.50 
390.65 
437.06 
2,394.75 
37,163.27 
3,171.08 
1,021.94 
721.44 
2,602.23 
532.04 
U5.04 
1,608.20 
1,639.17 
610.88 
2,218.55 
3,348.58 
— 
57,974. 88 
3,830. 62 (P 
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APPENDIX D 
MARKET POTENTIAL SURFACE COMPUTATIONS 
14 
13 
12 
U 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
0 
1 
X 
13.7 17.7 15.5 16.9 16.5 18.3 17.6 17.3 17.2 13.2 13.5 11.1 10.4 
17.5 19.4 21.1 22.1 22.5 24.1 24.6 22.7 20.2 18.7 15.1 14.8 U .2 
20.7 27.1 29.0 31.9 32.4 31.2 30.0 28.5 23.4 23-4 20.1 15.7 14.5 
28.5 31.4 33-3 34.7 34.9 38.1 36.9 31.3 29.2 25.1 24.1 19.3 15.6 
31.0 34.0 43-0 44.5 44.2 44.3 42.9 41.6 34.6 32.6 28.5 24.4 18.7 
34.6 47.8 49.3 54.6 53.9 52.1 48.5 46.0 43.2 35.6 28.7 25.3 19.8 
41.4 49.0 60.8 65.4 67.8 62.4 59.6 51.5 47.8 39.2 31.3 25.1 19.1 
42.4 50.8 62.2 76.0 70.7 65.4 62.8 55.1 52.2 39.4 30.6 28.3 20.5 
44.5 51.3 64.2 70.8 66.2 68.0 65.9 55.9 50.2 42.4 31.6 26.1 24.7 
38.2 52.2 55.8 68.7 66.2 69-8 59.3 53.2 47.6 38.3 27.0 26.1 19.8 
35.6 39.8 52.8 60.7 62.4 57-5 55.0 51.1 41.7 36.3 28.4 24-7 19.1 
31.1 37.0 43.0 47.9 48.3 53.0 48.2 40.1 33-5 28.8 27.5 20.9 13.2 
26.5 33.9 37.4 42.4 44.2 39.8 38.5 36.3 28.9 27.9 19-5 17.5 15.8 
22.6 25.5 27.8 31.7 31.9 34.9 33.0 27.6 25.0 23.6 18.1 15.2 U.O 
8 9 10 U 12 13 
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